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FORW0RD

The British Beer & Pub Association and its members are committed to reducing the environmental
impact of the Industry and actively encourage the reduction of packaging waste.  Over 90% of all beer
sold through on-licensed premises is sold in refillable casks and kegs that never enter the waste stream.
However, a move away from returnable beer bottles and the growth in sales of wine, soft drinks and
flavoured alcoholic beverages, has meant recycling glass from licensed premises has become an
increasingly important issue.

Oakdene Hollins have produced a thorough and comprehensive study that considers the viability of
‘Reverse Haul’ as a means to increase glass recycling from licensed premises. Reverse haul in this
context relates to glass being collected and returned to depots on the same drays (lorries) that deliver
beer and other drinks to the outlets.

Whilst this may sound straightforward, the research confirms that there are a significant number of
constraints that need to be overcome.  The study concludes that under certain circumstances such a
system is economically viable although it recognises that it will not be practical in all cases.

The British Beer & Pub Association considers that this study makes a valuable contribution to our
knowledge in this important area and commends it to the attention of distribution companies and
licensed retail operators.

Dr David Long
Director of Brewing 
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SUMMARY

The primary objective of the study was to determine the viability of material collection from the
hospitality sector using reverse haul logistics. Emphasis was placed on the collection of glass since it is
a problematic waste stream.

The study established that the collection of glass using the conventional dray system is commercially
viable. In a typical 20 round per day distribution centre, 10 tonnes of glass can be collected per day.
In urban Licensed Retail Establishments (LREs) producing large quantities of glass waste, a mixed glass
collection system is the most viable option generating a profit of circa £27,000 per distribution centre
per year. In urban and rural LREs producing lower quantities of glass waste, a segregated system is the
most viable option generating a profit of circa £20,000 per year. These profits can be significantly
increased if Packaging Recovery Note (PRN) revenue can be diverted to support and further
incentivise collection.

The limited space available on the inbound journey, due to the space taken up by casks and kegs for
return and refilling, is a constraint which:

● Limits the volume of glass that can be collected to two pallet spaces (equivalent to circa
600Kg). This may preclude collection of glass from all customers in a delivery round

● Eliminates the opportunity for the collection of additional waste materials.

To overcome this constraint, the proposed system entails using 55 litre lidded containers that can be
stacked on pallets alongside product in a similar way to that of the current returnable bottle and crate
collection system. This system can be readily incorporated into the in-house systems used within LREs
and can be included within a low capital cost material handling system at the distribution depot.

The critical factor associated with existing systems using dedicated glass collection vehicles is route
density and hence such systems focus primarily on urban areas where route density for glass waste is
high. The system developed within this study is not sensitive to route densities. The critical factor in the
proposed system is the proximity of a glass reprocessor to the distribution centre. The glass reprocessor
charges for collection by the hour (£40 per hour) and system profits are based on the average collection
time (four hours round trip). If the average collection time is eight hours then the system will not be
commercially viable. 

A survey undertaken as part of this study showed that establishments in both urban and rural areas
where route density for glass collection is low are most willing to segregate glass but less willing to pay
for the service. The survey showed that 62% of establishments in this category would be interested in
the proposed system. This equates to circa 73,000 establishments or 170,000 tonnes of glass.

Only 40 per cent of large urban establishments surveyed were interested in the mixed glass scheme; ‘no
place to store containers’ and ‘no staff time available to put the containers out for collection’ were the
two main reasons cited for disinterest. The projected opportunity in this area is 6,000 LREs or 90,000
tonnes of glass. 

The wide variation in establishment layouts makes it extremely difficult to predict the likely take-up of
a scheme. It is therefore recommended that any distribution centre looking to adopt such a scheme
undertakes a full market survey to establish both the likely take-up of the scheme and the proximity of
reprocessors to ensure the scheme is commercially viable in its area.   

Potential threats to the proposed system include:

● The lack of high value end use demand for green glass
● The introduction of bulk vehicle beverage deliveries.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

This study, funded through the landfill tax credit scheme with third party contribution from
London Remade, was commissioned to determine the feasibility of the reverse haul of packaging
from the hospitality sector (public houses, café/bars, hotels, restaurants and nightclubs) in
England and Wales. 

Glass has been singled out due to its significance within the waste stream and the difficulty that
has been experienced in implementing a commercially viable and sustainable collection scheme.
Currently only circa 17% of glass waste from the sector is recycled and the remainder
is landfilled.

1.2. Packaging recovery and recycling targets in England and Wales

The recycling and recovery of waste packaging in the UK is driven by EU packaging waste targets.
The targets are revised every five years under the EC Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste
94/62/EC. Figure 1 shows the overall packaging recycling rates achieved in the UK between
1999 and 2003, and the recycling targets for 2004 to 2008.

Figure 1. UK packaging recycling

The targets are broken down further by material. The Government’s Advisory Committee on
Packaging (ACP) reports that, of the material specific targets for 2008 announced in 2003, the
targets set for aluminium and glass are the most challenging. The recycling rate of aluminium
packaging must double to reach the 2008 target and that of glass must increase by 75%.

Table 1i. Required increase in packaging recycling between 2003 and 2008
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The UK adopted a market based solution to meet the requirements of the EC Directive in the
form of “The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997 –
Statutory Instrument 1997 No 648”. These regulations require companies generating over 50
tonnes of waste packaging with a turnover above £2 million to register with the Environment
Agency either directly or through a compliance scheme and to demonstrate that they are
recovering a predetermined level of packaging waste. The system is described in detail in
Section 3.6. 

The Packaging Waste Recovery Note (PRN) is the means by which obligated companies
demonstrate compliance. A PRN is generated each time an accredited reprocessor processes one
tonne of packaging waste. Reprocessors sell PRNs to compliance schemes and individually
obligated producers. Obligated companies demonstrate compliance by holding the appropriate
number of PRNs. Revenue from PRNs is used to support the recycling infrastructure.

Figure 2 shows the fluctuations in glass PRN prices over the past 2 years. December 2002 saw
a significant drop in PRN value because the recycling target announced by the Government for
the following year was lower than anticipated. A reverse effect occurred in December 2003 due
to a more challenging target being set. The Government has since scrapped annual target setting
in favour of a more long term approach. The target for each year up until 2008 has been set to
enable more long term planning to take place. It is not possible to predict markets after 2008
until after the next round of Government target setting.

Figure 2. Glass PRN prices October 2002 to October 2004

1.3. The hospitality sector

It has been estimated that the hospitality sector generates 384,000ii tonnes of container glass
waste in the commercial sector in England and Wales or 600,000iii tonnes per annum within
the UK.

Table 2 shows the estimated contribution of container glass to the total waste arising in each of
the different establishment types within the hospitality sector. Nightclubs are exceptional in that
beverage packaging represents nearly all waste arising. The other four establishment types offer
a more diverse range of services, so the contribution of glass beverage container waste is diluted
by food waste, consumables, and other waste packaging such as plastic and steel / aluminium
primary packaging and secondary packaging such as paper (corrugated cardboard, etc) and
plastic (shrinkwrap, etc).  
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Table 2 . Waste arising in hospitality sector iv

In the past, waste packaging within the on-trade was less significant. Recently two factors have
had a major impact on the volume of glass generated: 

● The trend of drinking straight from the bottle among the 18 to 24 year olds 

● The growth in consumption of such beverages as wine and Ready To Drink
(RTD) beverages. 

The trend in packaging within the on-trade shows a gradual decline in returnable bottles and an
increase in one-trip containers. Figure 3 shows how the packaging of beer has moved towards
these non-returnable bottles and cans. In 1975, only 7.5% of the overall (on-trade and off-trade)
UK beer market used one-trip containers, yet in 2000 this had increased to 36.5%.

Figure 3. UK beer sales by type of packaging v

The trend towards non-returnable “primary” packaging has also had a knock on effect on the
amount of secondary packaging waste generated. Figure 4 shows the various primary packaging
types and their respective secondary packaging. Reusable casks and kegs require no secondary
packaging and returnable bottles are stored in plastic reusable crates. However, one-trip cans are
contained in shrink-wrapped cardboard trays and non-returnable bottles are either fully enclosed
in cardboard boxes or shrink-wrapped cardboard trays. The use of one-trip containers therefore
introduces extra secondary packaging in the form of cardboard and shrinkwrap. 
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Establishment type Weight of waste Waste container Glass as a percentage 
(tonnes glass weight of all waste by weight

per establishment (tonnes per 
per year) establishment per year)

Public House 
– Food & Beverages 10.6 3.1 29%

Café / bar 16.3 5.3 32%
Hotel 42.3 9.3 22%
Restaurant 3.4 1.1 32%

Nightclub 28.0 27.5 98%
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Figure 4. Primary and secondary packaging

The hospitality sector accounts for circa 16% of the waste container glass arisings in the UK.
However, only 100,000 tonnes is currently being recycled in the UK. This means that glass
recycling from the sector stands at 17%. This is well short of the 60% recycling rate required to
meet the overall 2008 glass recycling target and shows that if the sector is to make a full
contribution then an increase of 160% is required, well above the 75% national requirement for
glass (Table 1).

Targets and estimates that have been set for glass recycling in the hospitality sector include:

● WRAP’s business plan targets for 2003 / 4 of securing an extra 350,000 tonnes of
glass a year from all sources for recycling, including 100,000 tonnes from
commercial sourcesvi

● To meet the 2008 obligations of the directive it is estimated that collection rates must
be increased from 20% of premises in the hospitality sector (16,000 premises) to 45%
(60,000 premises)vii

● Elliot Morley stressed in 2003 “I would like to lay down the challenge to industry to
increase the tonnage collected from licensed premises by at least 50% in the next
two years.”viii

1.4. Reverse haul logistics

Within the hospitality sector reverse haul is currently undertaken in the planned return of empty
casks, kegs, gas canisters and returnable bottles. A minor amount of unplanned product returns
are also undertaken for such reasons as poor product quality or over-ordering. The collection of
casks, kegs and gas canisters is demanded by breweries due to their intrinsic value, e.g. casks
have a value of circa £50 each. Returnable bottles operate within a deposit returns system. A
deposit of circa £3.50 per case acts as an incentive to return bottles. 

Figure 5 shows the material flow through the various stages of the process. In all cases of planned
returns the packaging is sent back to the producer for refilling or reuse.
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Figure 5. Refilling/reuse supply chain within hospitality sector

However, this study focuses on the reverse haul collection of waste packaging for recycling and
not reuse. Figure 6 shows how this is reflected in the material flow and the stakeholders involved
in the reverse flow. Instead of flowing back from the distributor / collector to the producer it is
diverted to reprocessors. 

Figure 6. Proposed recycling/supply chain in hospitality sector

Appendix 1 discusses the various definitions of reverse haul and highlights how some have been
developed specifically with reuse in mind while others have focussed specifically on the return
of products.

The primary benefit of reverse haul is that it is a means of offsetting the costs associated with
return journeys at minimum additional cost. The service can therefore be very competitive when
compared to systems dedicated to delivering the service. However, customer service levels must
be aligned with those of the core business and the additional costs associated with the
development of the returns infrastructure must also be considered. 

1.5. Study objectives and structure

1.5.1. Study objectives

This study aims to establish the viability of material collection in the hospitality sector using
reverse-haul logistics by:

● Assessing the mechanisms and costs associated with the proposed system

● Determining the external factors that may affect a potential reverse logistics scheme

● Identifying the critical factors associated with existing schemes.
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The aim is also to establish the likely take-up of a reverse haul system within the
hospitality sector.

1.5.2. Terms of reference

The main focus of the study is the collection of waste packaging from beverage containers,
specifically glass. 

Were the collection of glass found to be commercially viable and if system capacity was available,
the collection of additional materials would be evaluated. 

1.5.3. Report structure

The report is split into two main sections: 

● A market study into the hospitality sector (Section A)

This includes determining the volume of packaging within the sector, identifying the external
factors that may affect a reverse logistics scheme and analysing existing collection schemes in
order to identify the critical factors.

● Development of a reverse haul system (Section B) 

This includes identifying the key constraints, the development of options, determining the
mechanisms and costs associated with the proposed system and the likely take-up of the scheme.
The section concludes by establishing whether reverse haul is a commercially viable option.    
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SECTION A – MARKET STUDY
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2.0. WASTE PACKAGING IN THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR

The current estimates of glass packaging waste arisings within the commercial and industrial
sector range between:

For England and Wales;

● 384,000 tonnes (Defraix)

● 400,000 tonnes (Valpakx)

For the UK;

● 600,000 tonnes (WRAPxi)

This section gets behind these headline figures to determine the glass waste generated within
the hospitality sector in England and Wales:

● by product type

● by establishment type.

This information will enable the target markets and customers to be identified.

2.1. Analysis of on-trade packaging waste by product type

2.1.1. Beer sales

The British Beer & Pub Association estimates that circa 140,900 tonnes of waste packaging
glass was generated from on-trade beer sales in 2002. Figure 7 shows a breakdown of the
associated packaging generated at the Licensed Retail Establishments (LREs) with steel
representing caps, paper representing secondary cardboard packaging and labels, and plastic
representing the shrinkwrap or stretchwrap film. This does not include the transit packaging
waste generated at the distribution depots since this is not an LRE generated waste. However, it
may be possible to include this into the recycling scheme especially if it is established that the
distribution depot is the best place to consolidate the collected recyclate. 

Figure 7. Beer waste packaging generated at LREs 

Steel 0.7%
Plastic 0.6%

Glass 96.9%

Paper 1.8%
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2.1.2. Wine sales

Nielsen report in the 2004 drink pocket book that 140,490,000 litres of wine was consumed
in the on trade in 2002.  Table 3 shows a break down of wine sales per outlet in 2000 in the
UK. This enables the mean container capacity to be calculated, i.e. 107.2 Mega litres / 121.2
million bottles equals 0.884 litres per container.  Assuming a mean bottle weight of 467g (see
Section 3.3) this equates to 74,200 tonnes of glass packaging waste. 

Table 3 . Wine sales, by outlet, 2000 xii

2.1.3. Flavoured Alcoholic Beverage (FAB) sales

Nielsen report that in 2002, 111,330,000 litres of FABs were consumed within the on-trade
which at 0.275 litres per container equates to 404.8 million bottles. At a mean weight of 0.22Kg
this equates to 89,100 tonnes of glass packaging waste. 

2.1.4. Spirits sales

Nielsen report that in 2002, 46,570,000 litres of spirits were consumed equating to
61.8 million bottles. At a mean weight of 0.6Kg this equates to 37,100 tonnes of glass
packaging waste.

2.1.5. Soft drinks sales

The Britvic Soft Drinks Category Report 2003 report that 1,106,000,000 litres of soft drinks
were consumed in the GB on trade (licensed establishments, nightclubs, theatres, cinemas and
restaurants) in 2002. The analysis of soft drinks is complicated by the variation in pack size and
packaging type. Table 4 shows a break down of the on-trade soft drinks pack sizes in 1999. It is
estimated that non-returnable glass packaging accounts for 60% of all packs below 500ml, 892
million waste containers would be generated. At a mean bottle weight of 0.14Kg this equates to
124,500 tonnes of glass packaging waste in 1999 which when projected forward to 2002 based
on the market growth equates to 146,000 tonnes. However, this refers to Great Britain and not
simply England and Wales. Applying a factor of 90 per cent based on the respective proportion
of on trade establishments the tonnage of waste glass arisings is estimated at 131,400.

Outlet Million bottles Mega litres Percentage

Multiples 30.9 24.6 22.9%
Independents 90.3 82.6 77.1%

Pubs 20.4 15.9 14.8%
Clubs 15.4 13.2 12.3%

Restricted 31.1 32.6 30.4%

Hotels 15.3 14.0 13.0%
Other bars  8.5 7.0 6.5%

Total 121.2 107.2 100%
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Table 4. On-trade soft drinks packaging, 1999 xiii

2.1.6. Cider sales

Nielsen report that 8,620,000 litres of packaged cider was consumed in 2002. At a mean bottle
size of 0.275 litres and a mean bottle weight of 0.22 kg this equates to 6,900 tonnes of
waste glass.

2.2. Analysis of on-trade packaging waste by establishment type

2.2.1. The waste glass volumes generated per establishment type

Table 5 shows the analysis of waste glass arisings per establishment type using the data shown
in Table 2. Traditional public houses are by far the largest generators of glass waste at 38% of
the total from the sector. This is due to public houses accounting for 43% of licensed
establishments in the sector.

Table 5. Estimate of glass arisings per licensed establishment type.

SECTION A An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Pack size Volume (million litres) Total Containers (million)

330 ml 140 424.2
500 ml + 117 234.0
180 ml 76 422.2

113 ml 53 469.0
Other 40 160.0*
500 ml 21 42.0
275 ml 3 10.9
Draught 493 0

Total 943 1,762.4
*assuming mean pack size of 250ml

Establishment type No of establishments   Average glass waste Total glass waste
in England & Walesxiv,xv generated per generated (Tonnes)

establishment
(T/estab/year)***

Traditional public house 58,000 3.1 179,800
Restaurants 21,300** 1.1 23,430
Registered clubs 19,900 3.1* 61,690

Hotels 6,900** 9.3 64,170
Café bars, etc 5,000 5.3 26,500

Licensed clubs 3,700 3.1* 11,470
Nightclubs 1,800 27.5 49,500
Other 16,800 3.1* 52,390
Total 133,400 468,950

Notes * The 3.1 tonnes per year figure for traditional public houses was used for these establishment 
types not shown in Table 2.

** Additional hotels and restaurants are included in “other” since they are classified as combined
residential and restaurants in the liquor licensing datasets.

*** Tonnes per establishment per year.
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2.2.2. The high waste glass generating establishments

The 1,800 nightclubs are the largest glass waste generators. The large hotels would also generate
significant glass waste volumes. Figure 8 shows the breakdown of the UK hotel sector by size
and it is the 25% of hotels with over 200 bedrooms that would be the large waste producers.
Within the traditional public house sector the British Beer and Pub Association suggest that it is
the large managed pub chains with more than 30 pubs in their estate that are the big consumers
with beer sales on average twice that of the tenanted / leased pubs. There are 57 companies that
fit this description accounting for 11,000 of the 60,000 pubs and clubs. It is therefore
estimated that there are circa 15,000 high glass waste generating establishments in England and
Wales, and these would be predominantly in urban areas. 

Figure 8. Breakdown of UK hotels by number of bedrooms xvi

2.3. Section discussion and conclusion

It is estimated within this section that circa 470,000 (Table 5) to 480,000 (Table 6) tonnes of
container glass packaging waste is generated from beverage containers within the hospitality
sector in England and Wales. The inclusion of glass food containers would bring the total glass
figure within the sector to circa 500,000 tonnes. This is significantly higher than that of the
384,000 tonnes used by Defra and 400,000 tonnes quoted by Valpak. 

Table 6. Estimated glass waste generated from hospitality sector

On-trade Consumption Mean glass pack Waste glass
sales (million bottles) weight (g) generated (tonnes)
Beer 640 220 140,900

Wine 159 467 74,200
FAB 405 220 89,100
Spirits 62 600 37,100
Soft Drinks 939 140 131,400

Cider 31 220 6,900
Totals 479,600
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3.0. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The objective of this section is to review external environmental factors that may affect a
potential collection scheme. Eight factors are discussed:

● One-trip versus returnable glass containers
● The glass colour mix
● Lightweighting
● Material substitution
● Landfill Tax
● Packaging Waste Regulations 
● Climate Change Levy (CCL)
● Changes to the duty of care legislation.

3.1. One-trip versus returnable glass containers

The decline in the use of returnable glass containers can be regarded as the most significant
factor in terms of the volume of waste glass being generated within the hospitality sector. Table
7 shows the contrasting fortunes of returnable and non-returnable glass packaging within the
beer market. 

Table 7. Beer packaging changes from 1975 to 2000

Theoretically, reuse has a number of advantages over recycling, including; 

● It is higher up the waste hierarchy and hence is deemed more environmentally beneficial 
● It involves a less complicated process (Figure 9). Paradoxically, the main end use for

glass recyclate is the container manufacturing industry. This would appear to be a
complex way of getting to the same end use as returnable containers

● Whole bottles are a higher value commodity. It is estimated that the value of a whole
container returned for refilling is some eleven times greater than the equivalent weight
of glass being sent to the reprocessor for recycling

However, if the use of returnable glass containers is so beneficial why has such a decline been
witnessed over the past 25 years, and what stops a reversal of the trend? Factors affecting the
decline include:

● A change in the market share of products 
● The growth in the off-trade (specialist off-licences, grocers, supermarkets and

all other shops) 
● Increased supply chain complexity 
● Growth in imports 
● Lightweighting.

SECTION A An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Container type Market share
1975 2000

Returnable Glass 16.7% 1.4%

Non-returnable Glass 0.6% 11.0%

Total 17.3% 12.4%

Note: the overall drop in the market share of glass packaging is due primarily to the growth of cans within
the off-trade.
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Figure 9. Recycling vs refilling flow charts

3.1.1. A change in the market share of products

Dark ales, mild ales and stouts have traditionally been the products contained in returnable
bottles. However, sales of the three products have declined over the past 25 years, see Table 8.
Simultaneously, sales of premium lager, which is predominantly in either draught (circa 75%) or
non-returnable bottles (circa 25%), has grown. The growth in wine and RTD sales have
compounded this trend. 

Table 8. Beverage market changes from 1975 to 2000

3.1.2. The growth in the off-trade (specialist off-licences, grocers, supermarkets and all other shops) 

Figure 10 shows the growth in the off-trade over the 25 years from 1975 to 2000. The off-trade
has grown from 9.6% of total UK beer sales in 1975 to 32.6% in 2000. This market is
dominated by one-trip containers with glass bottles (c.35%) and cans (c.65%) being the two
most significant packaging types. Plastic (PET) bottles account for less than 1% of the market.  

Flow chart for proposed recycling system
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Figure 10. Market share between on and off-trade

Factors contributing to the decline in the returnables market include:

● Product identity (home consumers wanting to drink the same products when
drinking out) 

● Product standardisation (the benefits to manufacturers of not differentiating between
products sold in the on- and off-trades) 

● The additional complexity of operating returns systems within the off-trade.

3.1.3. Increased supply chain complexity

In 1976, 51,300 public houses were tied houses, owned by brewers. This vertical integration
involved brewers running their own vehicle fleets, resulting in the supply chain between brewery
and public houses being very compact, simplifying the returns system. This was particularly the
case for regional brewers supplying local public houses. In 2000, following the “Beer Orders”
(the Supply of Beer (Tied Estate) Order 1989 (SI No 1989/2390) (TEO)) only 11,200 public
houses were owned by brewers. Legacy contracts still exist but public houses are increasingly
having greater freedom of choice on what products to stock. 

Rather than increasing the choice of products available in public houses it has generally
encouraged public houses to stock the best selling products. AC Nielsen report that in 2002
Carling, Fosters, Stella Artois, Carlsberg and Heineken had a combined on-trade share of the
lager market of 70.3%. 

The brewing market in Great Britain has consolidated and in 2003 four global corporations
accounted for 76.6% of the beer brewing industry; Scottish Courage (26.3%), Coors (20.3%),
Interbrew UK (16.4%) and Carlsberg (13.6%)xvii. The transition from regional supply chains to
national / global supply chains has had an impact on the viability and complexity of
returns systems.    

3.1.4. Growth in imports

Figure 11 shows how the UK has increased its position as a net importer of bottled beers since
1996. This is in line with the consumer trend moving from dark beers produced by UK regional
breweries to continental lagers. The UK is also the world’s largest importer of wine and
champagne. The reliance on imports means that products are less tailored to the UK market, e.g.
wine supplied in green rather than clear bottles, the geographic distance between filler and
consumer is long and can involve numerous stages, which complicates any returns system. 
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Figure 11. UK import/export trade in bottled beer

3.1.5. Lightweighting 

Lightweighting of containers reflects technology advancements in primary packaging material.
The demand for lightweighting comes from the fact that products are being hauled greater
distances and is seen as a means of minimising haulage costs. The British Soft Drinks
Association report that aluminium cans reduced in weight by 35% over the past 10 years, steel
cans by 50% and PET bottles by 25%. Since 1996 the weight of glass beer bottles has been
reduced by 30%. 

The gradual lightweighting of products is a key barrier to reversing the trend in refillables. The
cost to the manufacturers to redesign both products and production lines in order to enable the
return to refilling would be significant and any change would be met with resistance. A key area
of debate would be demonstrating the tangible benefits of reuse when taking into consideration
such factors as the additional impact of transporting heavier bottles, the washing process, etc. 

3.2. The glass colour mix

UK glass container manufacturers produce a high proportion of clear containers. Conversely, as
the world’s number one importer of wine and with major brands of beer such as Stella Artois and
Becks being packaged in green glass bottles, the UK generates a disproportionate volume of
green glass waste (Figure 12). The largest end use for glass recyclate (cullet) is the closed loop
conversion of recyclate back into containers. 
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Figure 12. A comparison of the glass produced and glass recycled in the UK 

The imbalance between green glass production and green glass waste creates a need for
alternative end markets and the current lack of high value end uses is reflected in the price paid
by reprocessors for green glass (Figure 13). The fall in the price of green glass in October 2004
reflects the difficulty reprocessors are currently having finding high value alternative end markets
which can support the economics of collection.

Figure 13. Glass prices paid by reprocessors

The two most significant alternative end uses for green glass are the aggregates market and the
export market.
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3.2.1. The aggregates market

The aggregates market is regarded as a low value option. It is reliant on high PRN values to
support the economics of collection and reprocessing of the glass. WRAP reports that if PRN
values remain at a value of £16 to £25 per tonne then the growth of this market will slow
down. However, British Glass report that; 

“As recycling targets rise, in steps, towards the 60% target for 2008, it is likely PRN revenues
will also increase.”

What happens after 2008 remains to be seen.

3.2.2. The export market

Continental container manufacturers are a significant end user of UK green glass. However, the
countries receiving the glass have their own recycling targets. In future it is likely that demand
will be satisfied within the respective home markets and the need to import glass will reduce. 

WRAP report that;

“There is a clear need to establish markets for green and mixed colour recycled container glass.
Preferably these should be high value markets that will be less sensitive to fluctuations in PRN
revenue and therefore should be more sustainable.”

Mixed glass is most sensitive to fluctuations in PRN price (Table 9). This could be due to the low
value aggregates market being a prominent end use and the viability and subsequent demand for
mixed glass for this market being at its highest when PRN prices are high. The price of green
glass is less sensitive to fluctuations than mixed glass but this could be due to the fact it is often
collected as part of a segregated glass scheme and hence the price paid by reprocessors is part
of a package supported by the revenue from the high value clear and amber glass.

Table 9. Correlation between the price of glass and the PRN price (October 2002 to October 2004)

One opportunity with respect to focussing specifically on glass within the hospitality sector is
the higher percentage of clear glass than in the general marketplace. Table 10 shows that 50%
of container glass in the UK is green as opposed to circa 30% to 36% within the
hospitality sector. 

Table 10. Glass colour mix in hospitality sector
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Glass colour Correlation
Mixed 0.61
Green 0.36

Clear 0.22

Amber 0.20

Colour Glass composition
Total UK container Hospitality sector Hospitality sector

glass market (waste arisings) (consumption)
Green 50% 36% 30%

Clear 35% 52% 60%

Amber 15% 10% 10%

Sources: Total UK container glass market; WRAP 2004 recycled glass market study.
Hospitality sector (analysis of waste arisings); WRAP Glass Goes Green project
Hospitality sector (consumption); Industrial estimate at a distribution depot  
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3.3. Lightweighting

Technological advancement in primary packaging materials has improved the strength to weight
ratio. This has enabled the weight of packaging to be reduced significantly, discussed in Section
3.1.5. Developing a glass collection system based on current waste volumes assumes that there
is limited scope for further lightweighting. However, a benchmarking exercise on the weight of
wine bottles shows that there is an appreciable difference in the weight of different brands. For
example, a standard 0.75 litre empty bottle of Cuvee Prestige weighs 300g compared to Jacobs
Creek weighing 520g. 

The average bottle weight within the study was 467g. Figure 14 shows the impact the mean
bottle weight for wine has on the tonnage of glass waste generated within the on-trade. This
shows that reducing the mean bottle weight from 467g to 300g would reduce the volume of glass
waste generated by around 25,000 tonnes.

Figure 14. Total wine bottle glass waste produced, given different bottle weights

The Packaging (Essential Requirements) Regulations 2003 – Statutory Instrument 2003 No
1941 stresses;

“Packaging shall be so manufactured that the packaging volume and weight be limited to the
minimum adequate amount to maintain necessary level of safety, hygiene and acceptance for the
packed product and for the consumer.”

The issue of “acceptance for the packed product” is a key factor. Would expensive wines be
accepted by the consumer in lightweight bottles? Conversely, since wine bottles are
predominantly green glass this could be viewed as a means of minimising the volume of green
glass generated from the wine sector. 
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3.4. Material substitution

The Government has placed emphasis on tackling alcohol related issues; binge drinking, drink
related violence, drink driving etc. In its Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy the Government
recommends;xvii

“a move to packaging products in safer materials – for example, alternatives to glass bottles. Use
of safer forms of glass. As there is no clear consensus, we propose asking a working group of
industry representatives, police and doctors to make a definitive recommendation which would
then form the industry standard.”

Glasgow has launched the “Glass Free Glasgow” campaign stressing;xix

“violent crime, particularly that involving glasses and bottles, tends to be spontaneous and
invariably involves a link with alcohol. As more young clubbers sought to drink directly from the
bottle it was essential to find a method of making Glasgow’s nightlife safer for all.” 

Interbrew has responded by producing its top brand beer, Stella Artois, in plastic bottles,
quoting;

“It is hoped that the new plastic format will help build extended distribution and availability of
brand (Stella) to address customers’ needs to address the possible imposition of glass bans by
Local Authorities.”xx

PET is reported to have many beneficial qualities:

● It can be produced with relative ease in any shape, size, colour or design and is ideal for
the growing market for packaging which is safe and practical for outdoor usexxii

● A typical transporter vehicle would transport 93% of beverage and 7% of PET bottle
material compared with a glass bottle transporter with 57% beverage and 43%
unwanted glass.xxiii

However, a concern with regard to PET beer bottles is the need for a barrier layer to restrict
oxygen penetration. This barrier layer is made from a different material to that of PET which has
an impact on the recyclability of the container. Packaging strategies report that;xxiv

“Early indications are that (plastic) recyclers will most likely experience significant cost increases
as the next generation of plastic barrier bottles are rolled out into the market.” 

Products have been developed which profess to have overcome the issue with recyclability. Tetra
Pak has developed the Glaskin system; the inside of the bottle is coated with a thin transparent
layer of silicon oxide. Tetra Pak report that the containers are fully recyclable and that the process
of stripping the protective barrier fits existing PET recycling systems in many European markets.
Big brands such as Stella Artois, Karlsbrau, Kronenbourg, Heineken and Miller have all adopted
the system. M&G has developed a product called ActiTufTM which, it reports, when present in
the appropriate waste stream will not impair the ability of recyclers to access secondary markets.
The system has been adopted by Stella Artois in the Benelux countries.xxvi
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The Miller Brewing Company had an additional recycling issue when introducing their plastic
beer container onto the United States market in 2000. The bottle was made from amber recycled
PET and environmentalists, municipalities and recyclers were concerned that this would have a
major impact on existing recycling schemes due to the added sorting required. This issue is
similar to that experienced by the UK with respect to the surplus of green glass, and alternative
end markets are being developed.     

The Glass Free Glasgow campaign suggests two further factors currently holding back the move
to plastic:

● Each case of plastic bottles costs £3 more than a case of the equivalent glass containers
although widespread use will make it cheaper as economies of scale improve

● Inability to supply some beer and lager brands in plastic due to some breweries’
reluctance to switch over.

AC Nielsen report that in 2002 Carling, Fosters, Stella Artois, Carlsberg and Heineken had a
combined on-trade market share of 70.3%. This indicates that the switching of only a few key
brands from glass to PET could have a large impact on the volume of glass waste generated. In
addition, glass bans in nightclubs would have a dramatic impact on the volume of waste glass
generated in the sector since they account for nearly 50,000 tonnes of glass waste (Table 5). 

A reduction in the volume of glass generated in urban areas may have a profound impact on the
collection systems heavily reliant on route density. Consequently, this may improve the
competitiveness of a reverse haul system in the geographic areas that are the focus of existing
collection systems. 

3.5. Landfill Tax

Figure 15 shows the cost of Landfill Tax on active waste in England and Wales, and three
significant announcements. For the hospitality sector the announcement made in the 2002 pre-
budget statement that the Landfill Tax escalator was to rise to £3 per tonne per annum from
2005/06 until it reaches £35 per tonne in 2010/11 signalled that the cost of waste disposal was
set to increase. The main objective of the tax increase is to encourage a behavioural change away
from disposing of waste to landfill and a switch to such waste management routes as recycling.

Figure 15. The cost of Landfill Tax on active waste in the UK
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Figure 16 shows the projected increase in waste disposal costs to commercial premises over the
timescale of the £3 per tonne Landfill Tax escalator. Without market intervention the price
per lift will increase from circa £6.75 per 1100 litre eurocart in 2004 to circa £9.31
per lift in 2011. 

Figure 16. Anticipated price rises for commercial waste disposal xxvii

The increase in Landfill Tax of £20 per tonne between 2005/06 and 2010/11 does not represent
a significant increase if licensed retail establishments decide to pass the increase on to the
customer. British Glass, the trade association for the UK glass industry, report that one tonne of
glass equates to 4,000 containers. Therefore, an increase of 0.5p per container would be
required to cover the increase in waste disposal to landfill over the period of the £3 escalator. 

However, Luminar Leisure Plc, the UK’s largest late night entertainment company stressed that
some venues have 18 x 1100 litre containers lifted per week.xxviii Assuming the figures shown in
Figure 15 are applicable this would result in each venue paying £8700 per annum on waste
disposal in 2011 compared to £6300 in 2004. On a group level the increase in waste disposal
costs would be substantial and could be an incentive to large chains to recycle. 

Table 11 shows a breakdown of Landfill Tax costs associated with each establishment type. This
shows that from a glass perspective nightclubs have the biggest incentive to find an alternative
to landfill disposal. The impact on individual establishments would be negligible; the increase to
public houses would represent just over £1 per week (£65 per year). However this would have a
significant impact on the large pub chains. For example, Spirit Group own 2500 venues and
hence the increase equates to £137,500 per year. 

Table 11. Cost of Landfill Tax, by type of establishment xxix
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The analysis assumes that a rise in waste disposal costs as a result of the increase in Landfill
Tax is inevitable. However, market forces can play a significant part. During the period from 1999
to 2004 when the £1 per tonne Landfill Tax escalator was in place, the price per lift in some
establishments only increased marginally due to the competitive nature of the waste
management industry. The bargaining power of some of the larger groups within the hospitality
sector also suppressed the increase. Therefore, the impact of the £3 escalator cannot be
accurately predicted.

The pricing structures used by waste collectors works in favour of the hospitality sector. These
structures are based on the average lift weight of an 1100 litre eurocart from an industrial /
commercial setting. Waste companies have determined that having an average weight per lift of
91.3Kgsxxx and an associated mean cost of waste disposal of £2.56 per lift the service is
commercially viable at a lift price of £6.75 (Figure 17). The “ideal” from the waste collectors
perspective would be the collection of empty bins since this would incur no disposal costs and
hence all revenue from the £6.75 lift price would contribute to the other business costs (vehicle
running costs, labour, etc) and profits. However, businesses with heavy bins, i.e. bins with high
glass contents, represent the other extreme; at 120Kgs per lift within the nightclub sector it is
possible that these lifts are actually loss making for the waste collector. Although this system
currently benefits the heavy waste generators it is possible that as waste companies attempt to
keep prices down the viability of collections at a standard rate from the hospitality sector
is threatened. 

Figure 17. Waste disposal costs at £15 and £35 per tonne

Therefore, although the current situation whereby the hospitality sector is paying an artificially
low rate for waste disposal is a disincentive to move away from landfill disposal, the waste
collectors may be close to reviewing the cost structure of waste collection from these premises.
However, the main objective of the tax increase is to encourage a behavioural change away from
landfill disposal. If this has an impact on the average weight per lift, i.e. it reduces significantly,
this would rebalance the economics. To maintain the current cost of waste disposal at £2.56 per
lift and the working margins with a Landfill Tax of £35 per tonne the average lift weight would
have to reduce from 91.3Kg to 45.7Kg, which would appear to be unrealistic. It is therefore
highly likely that lift prices will rise as a consequence of the increase in Landfill Tax.
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3.6. Packaging waste regulations

3.6.1. Packaging waste regulations as a business incentive

Figure 18 shows the generic process flow chart for the PRN system, detailing the flow of
packaging material, PRNs and compliance evidence. In the case of the hospitality sector the
material flow between the seller, consumer and collector needs modifying since transit packaging
and secondary packaging are rarely passed on to the consumer. Similarly seldom does the
consumer retain the primary packaging (beverage containers) and hence it is the seller (LRE) who
disposes of the packaging. This places an additional burden on the sellers who both pay the
obligation under the rules of the packaging waste regulations and pay for the disposal of the
waste. Figure 19 shows the modified section of the flow chart.  

Figure 18. Process flow chart for PRNs xxxi
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Figure 19. Modification to Figure 18

The revenue flows shown in Figure 18 do not show the seller receiving any revenue from the PRN
system. However, it is possible that the PRN price can support the collection system and the
collector can charge less for the collection. For example, Recycle-More-Glass is currently a free
collection service. Therefore, the benefit to the seller is the reduced cost of waste disposal,
which, as discussed in section 3.5, can be significant. 

The cost of compliance for companies above the threshold limit of a £2 million turnover and
generating over 50 tonnes of waste packaging per annum can be significant. In 2003 the cost
of compliance for Luminar Leisure Plc was over £100,000.xxxii This money was used by the
compliance scheme to purchase PRNs on Luminar’s behalf in order to demonstrate their
compliance. The reprocessors use the revenue from PRNs to improve the recycling infrastructure. 

Within the hospitality sector the issue of compliance is complicated by the pub ownership
structure. Managed pubs represent the simple case. The pub group is classified as an individual
business and hence compliance is dependent on the turnover and waste generated within its
estate. A general rule of thumb is that an estate of over 30 pubs would be obligated.xxxiii

In tenanted pubs the issue of obligation is dependent on material flow and the activities
undertaken by the pub group. Each pub is classed as the consumer of some of the packaging,
namely transit packaging and wine bottles that are used by the pub to dispense individual glasses
of wine, etc. In these instances the pub chain is classified as the “seller” and hence if they
generate 50 tonnes per annum of this waste packaging and their turnover is above £2 million
then they are obligated. However, if the pub sells the entire unit, e.g. a whole bottle of beer or
wine then the pub, not the chain, is the obligated seller and it then depends whether they meet
the de minimis limits. Only large urban late night venues are likely to come near the threshold.
In the majority of cases the obligation on the primary packaging is lost.    

The “Beer Orders” marked a shift away from managed pubs and currently only circa 20% of pubs
in the UK are managed and 80% tenanted. Consequently the majority of primary packaging in
the hospitality sector would be held by non-obligated sellers. This results in the packaging waste
regulations having little effect on the majority of pub companies and hence they do not act as an
incentive to recycle. In addition, the seller accounts for 48% of the obligation within the supply
chain, Figure 18. This represents a significant loss in potential revenue to support the recycling
infrastructure. Defra report that in 2003, 1.9 million of the 2.3 million tonnes of glass packaging
waste (81%) was obligated. This analysis shows that LREs would account for a significant
proportion of the 430,000 tonnes of non-obligated glass packaging waste. 

The obligation of the brewers and LREs was the subject of a judicial review in 2002 which
resulted in the “seller” obligation moving from the brewer to the LREs. The sector is unique in
that the packaging is passed back from the consumer to the seller for disposal (Figure 18). This
could be seen as the seller fulfilling its “corporate social responsibility” and hence placing the
obligation on the seller could be seen as unjustified. 
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An additional issue is the poor link between PRN flow and material flow. Material collected from
non obligated sources (de minimis businesses and the municipal sector) and processed by
accredited reprocessors is included in the scheme. Obligated companies benefit from this
approach in that compliance costs are kept down by the collection of waste packaging from the
cheapest / easiest source. Within the hospitality sector obligated businesses are supporting the
recycling infrastructure through compliance fees but their own waste is predominantly sent to
landfill since they are not currently viewed as one of the most cost effective collection sources.  

Valpak report three main ways they see the UK meeting annual recycling targets, and ultimately
the 2008 recycling target:xxxiv

● Recovery of glass from incinerator bottom ash. Since 1 January 2004 glass from
incinerator bottom ash has been included within glass recycling targets. This could
count as a further 150,000 to 200,000 tonnes towards the 2008 target and equates to
25% to 30% of the additional glass required to meet the target (Table 1). Currently the
point of accreditation is being discussed

● Increased kerbside glass collection from households

● Redesigned ‘bring’ banks. Valpak have designed new banks under the brand name
rescape. These bins are designed to be located at front of store (supermarkets, etc) to
encourage higher participation rates.  

Introducing a collection scheme within the hospitality sector in line with the three schemes listed
above would benefit all parties. Obligated companies would benefit most in that they would see
a greater return from their expenditure on compliance fees, assuming that the fee, if any, for glass
collection is below that of sending waste to landfill.  

3.7. Climate Change Levy

The Climate Change Levy (CCL) introduced in April 2001 has huge financial implications for
glass container manufacturers. The target for the industry is to reduce energy consumption by
10% between 2000 and 2010 or face an energy tax equivalent to circa 15% of their total energy
bill of £125 million. The reward for meeting the target is an 80% rebate. The use of cullet as a
substitute for virgin materials is advantageous since it melts at a lower temperature and hence
reduces energy requirements. British Glassxxxv estimates that the container industry can meet its
CCL obligations by using 69.1% cullet. 

Table 12 shows that the CCL obligation gives the container industry the incentive to maximise
its use of clear and amber cullet and to use 88% of the possible green glass. It is predicted that
glass waste arisings in 2008 will be 2.4 million tonnes and hence the 1.1 million tonnes the
container industry requires to meet its CCL targets equates to a national recycling rate of 45.8%. 

Table 12. Glass container production (‘000 tonnes)

Colour Production CCL Target Cullet use Maximum
2003 (69.1% cullet use) capacity contribution to

CCL obligations
Clear 1199 829 679 679

Green 329 227 257 227
Amber 270 187 167 167

Total 1798 1242 1103 1073
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Consequently, if container manufacturers were to fulfil their CCL obligations through the use of
cullet then for the UK to meet its 60% recycling obligation the alternative markets would need
to reprocess 340,000 tonnes. In 2003 the alternative markets accounted for nearly 260,000
tonnes which implies that a further 80,000 tonnes would be needed from alternative markets to
satisfy demand.

3.8. Changes to the duty of care legislation

The WRAP funded Glass Goes Green study stressed that;

“It is not generally commercially viable for Local Authorities to collect glass in rural areas where
premises are widespread, and reliance on bottle banks is the most practical solution.” 

The study continues that it is currently in breach of Duty of Care for commercial businesses to
use municipal bottle banks. A recommendation of the study is for the legislation to be changed
to allow pubs to make use of bottle banks in pub car parks.xxxvi

Glass Recycling UK report that they overcame this issue by setting up a voluntary agreement with
Local Authorities that if the pubs used the banks then the volume of glass the Local Authority
can use against recycling targets would be reduced by 20%. Adnams and Co is also developing
partnerships with Local Authorities to enable them to use bottle banks sited in their pub
car parks.  

Additionally, some Local Authorities collect glass from pubs free of charge as part of kerbside
collection schemes. The Environmental Protection Act leaves the decision on whether
commercial premises are charged for waste collection up to the discretion of the individual
authority. It is quoted in Section 45 (4) of the Act that;

“A person at whose request waste other than household waste is collected under this section
shall be liable to pay a reasonable charge for the collection and disposal of the waste to the
authority which arranged for its collection; and it shall be the duty of that authority to recover
the charge unless in the case of a charge in respect of commercial waste the authority considers
it inappropriate to do so.”

Any changes in this area are likely to have most impact on the low volume producers since:

● the inclusion of such establishments in municipal recycling schemes would have limited
impact on the collection scheme and can improve the economics of such schemes by
utilising excess capacity

● It is the low volume / rural establishments that are most likely to have car parks in which
to site bottle banks.  
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3.9. Section discussion and conclusion

The analysis has shown that numerous barriers are in place preventing a revival in returnable
glass bottles. Although distribution companies are involved in both the proposed recycling
scheme and the collection of returnables the two systems differ in that the format of the glass
collected for recycling can either be whole or broken containers. This clearly influences the
method of collection, processing and the value chain.

The analysis has shown that there is very little incentive in place for the small licensed retail
establishments to switch from their current practice of disposing of waste to landfill. Passing the
increased costs of landfill on to consumers will have a minor impact on pricing and the packaging
waste regulations have no impact at all on these businesses. 

The large managed chains have the greatest incentive to recycle primarily due to the increase in
Landfill Tax and more specifically the total cost of waste disposal at a corporate level. Obligation
under the packaging waste regulations acts as only an indirect incentive to recycle in that
companies can see their recycled waste helping meet Government targets and helping to keep
PRN prices and compliance costs down.

The glass container manufacturers have the greatest incentive to recycle glass in light of the
Climate Change Levy. This signifies that there is end use demand for the glass. Although they
have no direct association with the hospitality sector and sufficient glass circulates outside of the
sector for their requirements to be met externally the high proportion of amber and clear glass
within the hospitality sector makes it an attractive market.  

The development of PET containers represents the biggest threat in terms of material switching.
However, this is likely to have a greater impact on the glass collection systems using dedicated
vehicles due to their greater dependence on route densities and the greater capital outlay on
dedicated glass collection vehicles. This can therefore be regarded as both a threat and an
opportunity with respect to the reverse haul collection system. In addition, flexibility can be built
into the system to ensure that it can adapt to changes in materials and volumes. 

End markets for green glass have been a recurring issue in the UK for 20 years and remain a
threat to market stability. A decline in overseas demand alongside the increase in green glass
being collected could see green glass prices plummeting due to low or no demand.
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4.0. GLASS COLLECTION SYSTEMS

4.1. Existing glass collection schemes

4.1.1. Recycle More Glass

The Recycle More Glass scheme set up by Valpak in June 2001 and purchased by Berryman in
May 2003 is the largest commercial glass collection scheme. It reports collection volumes of
60,000 tonnes per annum. Mixed glass from 16,000 premises is colour-sorted at its Knottingley
West Yorkshire, plant and sold on to the container manufacturing industry primarily through their
arrangement with Rockware glass. Berryman has three main depots: one in Yorkshire serving the
Leeds area, one in Dagenham serving parts of London and one in West Bromwich serving the
centre of Birmingham. The scheme aims to collect 220,000 tonnes per annum, within two
years.xxxvii It uses 140, 240 and 1100 litre wheelie bins serviced by a dedicated glass collection
vehicle. Figure 20 shows the distinctive purple wheelie bins used in the scheme. 

Figure 20. Recycle More Glass bins

Valpak set up the free collection scheme anticipating that PRN prices would rise as a result of
challenging national recycling targets: obtaining PRNs through the collection scheme would be
cheaper than buying PRNs on the open market, which would benefit compliance scheme
members. Unfortunately, less challenging targets were set, the anticipated rise did not occur,
undermining the viability of the scheme. Berryman will charge customers once the terms of the
contracts and contract periods inherited from Valpak have been honoured.  

GRUK (Glass Recycling UK) calculated that during their time as a subcontractor within the
Recycle More Glass scheme each round had to collect nine tonnes of glass to break even. Table
13 shows a sample of rounds undertaken by GRUK in December 2002. This shows that of the
four collection areas only the round in Manchester would be deemed profitable with a mean
tonnes per round of 9.7. Blackpool is the worst performer with a mean tonnes per round of 6.6.
The main reason for this difference is the customer mix: Manchester consists of a large number
of high volume glass waste generators (nightclubs, late night bars, etc) whereas Blackpool has a
significant number of low volume glass waste generators (small guesthouses, etc). Even so,
Blackpool would still have a higher route density than some rural areas and hence 6.6 tonnes per
round cannot be regarded as the anticipated minimum. 

SECTION A An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector
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Table 13. GRUK collection data from December 2002 xxxviii

GRUK estimate that to make the glass collection scheme viable a charge of £1.25 per lift (240
litre container) would be required or, if using a standard charge per premises, £250 per annum
per premises. This assumes that each premises has four bins on average.

Dan Waltzer of ECT Recycling, who undertake some Recycle More Glass collections in the West
Country reports;xxxix

“Commercial collections are potentially a growth area, but the problem is the licensed trade is
not really willing to pay for it. Even though businesses pay landfill fees for disposal of unsorted
waste, persuading them to make an effort to change was hard.”

4.1.2. Other existing privately operated glass collection schemes

Other regional commercial glass collection schemes include:xl

● Nationwide Ltd mixed glass collection service based in Wales, collecting glass from circa
1000 premises in South Wales. The company currently collects 300 tonnes of glass per
week from pubs and clubs

● Quay Waste in Devon collects glass from pubs, clubs and restaurants in the South West
of England and collects approximately 100 tonnes per month from commercial and
household collection combined. The mixed glass is delivered directly to Bardon
Aggregates

● Raw Glass Recycling’s collection service in Essex collecting mixed glass from 1000
pubs, clubs and hotels in the Essex area (30 tonnes per day) along with aluminium cans,
hand-sorting at their transfer station

● Midland Glass operates a small mixed glass collection scheme in East Hampshire
collecting glass from 46 premises. The glass is sent to the company’s colour-sorting
plant in Southampton. 

4.1.3. Other existing publicly operated glass collection schemes

Local Authorities are not obligated to collect commercial waste or recycling but examples
exist of Authorities that do such as:

● Birmingham City Council has operated a commercial glass collection scheme for circa
10 years.xli The scheme collects 2000 tonnes of glass per annum from 350 outlets,
segregated in 240 litre wheelie bins, and sent to Glass Recycling UK (GRUK) in Barnsley
for reprocessing. Rexam Glass (Barnsley) recycles it into containers. The 240 litre bin is
specified to enable the bin to be manually handled by a single person. This has the
disadvantage of increasing the number of bins per premises (minimum bins per premises
is four and maximum 30). However, this enables costs to be minimised and the service
to be provided free of charge. The Council currently charges businesses £2.93 (+ VAT)
per lift for the collection of general waste in a 240 litre bin, which indicates the level of
saving each premises can make from using the scheme. The financial saving to each

nnnn

City No. of Tonnes Bins Mean Tonnes Mean Lifts
Rounds Collected Lifted per Round per Round

Blackpool 38 250.8 3947 6.6 104

Leeds 29 205.8 3003 7.1 104
Liverpool 12 106.3 1940 8.9 162
Manchester 18 175.0 2515 9.7 140
Total 97 737.9 11405 7.6 118
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business would be between £609 and £4571 depending on the level of waste glass
generated.

At Birmingham International Airport (BIA), who take part in the scheme, some of the
high volume glass waste generators collect mixed glass behind the bar in large blue totes
and then manually colour sorts the glass within the delivery compound (Figure 21).

Figure 21. The manual glass sorting system used at BIA

A threat to the glass collection scheme in Birmingham is mixed glass schemes such as
Recycle More Glass. Premises can view these schemes as a simpler option since there
is no need to segregate. The scheme is steadily growing as a result of customer loyalty
and the level of service provided         

● The London Borough of Westminster mixed glass collection service focused on bars,
pubs and restaurants in Covent Garden and Soho. The scheme changed from the
collection of segregated glass to mixed glass due to high contamination levels. The
mixed glass is sent to Days Aggregates in Battersea  

● The London Borough of Southwark operates a mixed glass collection scheme. Unlike
many of the other schemes the Council currently charges for glass collection. Table 14
shows the lift prices for refuse collection and recyclate collection. An additional
container hire price has not been included but is similar for refuse and recyclate
collection.

Table 14. LB of Southwark refuse and recyclate collection prices

SECTION A An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Container type Refuse Recyclate collection Saving on recyclate
collection Paper Glass collection (per lift) 

Bags £1.03 £0.60 N/A £0.43
240ltr wheelie bin £2.25 £1.29 £1.29 £0.96
330ltr wheelie bin £3.34 £1.92 £1.92 £1.42

660ltr Eurobin £4.70 £2.70 £2.70 £2.00
1100ltr Eurobin £6.90 £3.96 £3.96 £2.94
8 Cubic Yard Skip £89.87 £51.60 £51.60 £38.27
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● Dundee City Council operates a segregated glass collection scheme and collected
2021 tonnes of glass in 2003. The scheme uses 140 litre to 1100 litre bins and a
three compartment vehicle with a driver and a loader. The Council received
approximately £26 per tonne for the glass delivered to the reprocessor in 2003 and
each business was charged £0.47 to £8.07 per week depending on the number of
bins, uplifts per week and collection frequency.xlii

4.1.4. Glass collection schemes no longer running

Bottleback, a brewing industry initiative run between 1998 and 2000. The scheme was
developed by the British Beer & Pub Association (the then BLRA), Biffa and Cleanaway and
was collecting 70 tonnes of glass per week in March 2000. The viability of the programme was
dependent on a number of factors including:

● The density of the premises in an area (route density of the collection round)
● The price of PRNs (Packaging Waste Recovery Notes)
● The level of Landfill Tax 
● The market price of green and other coloured glass

Biffa report that the drop in value of waste glass and the continued low cost of landfill rendered
the recycling scheme uncompetitive to many pub owners.

The British Beer & Pub Association cite the fall out from the Beer Order as a significant factor.
One of the primary objectives of the Beer Order was to break the tie (vertical integration) between
breweries and public houses in order to make the industry more competitive. However, the
breweries had a vested interest in the packaging in the retail outlets prior to the Act and provided
backing for the collection system. Severing the tie between the brewery and the retail trade had
the knock-on effect of removing the incentive to participate in the scheme.

4.2. Studies undertaken on glass collection in the hospitality sector

4.2.1. WRAP 

Waste and Resource Action Plan (WRAP) have undertaken a number of studies in this area. The
“Recycled Glass Market Study” is a general study annually updated by WRAP detailing the
current position of glass recycling in the UK. The “Glass Goes Green” study investigated the
collection of glass from the commercial sector in West Oxfordshire to determine the feasibility of
a rural collection system and WRAP are currently funding three studies in Westminster, Glasgow
and Bristol into the collection of glass from urban establishments.  

4.2.2. RAGS

Recycling Advisory Group Scotland (RAGS) undertook a study on commercial glass recycling in
Forth Valley, central Scotland in 2002.xliii The results are region specific with emphasis placed on
a closed loop system, where the preferred route for cullet is glass reprocessing. The SWOT
analysis reveals a number of significant issues, see Table 15. For example, three out of six of the
weaknesses and two out of four of the threats are directly associated with collection. 
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Table 15. SWOT analysis of RAGS findings

4.3. Section discussion and conclusion

The most significant factor associated with existing dedicated collection systems is route density
since transportation is such a major component of total costs. As a result most existing collection
schemes focus on city centres or other urban areas. The greater distance between premises and
the lower volume of glass per premises makes rural collection schemes non-viable using
existing systems. 

Dedicated systems are best suited to LREs producing large volumes of waste glass. This permits
large 1100 litre containers to be used which maximises glass volumes and minimises the time
required to collect the glass at each premises.

All private sector schemes are currently free of charge to LREs but the Recycle More Glass
scheme which collects circa 60% of the glass collected from the sector is likely to change this
and, as market leader, is likely to set a precedent. This will reduce the reliance of the service on
high PRN prices.

Examples exist of glass being sorted or segregated at different stages within the supply chain.
The Birmingham and Dundee City Council schemes require glass to be segregated at source by
the LRE. The Raw Glass Recycling scheme collects mixed glass and colour-sorts manually. All
segregation and sorting undertaken pre-reprocessing is undertaken manually. The remainder of
the schemes discussed in this study either send or deliver mixed glass to the reprocessors.
Automated colour sorting is undertaken by reprocessors when the glass is sent to such end uses
as container glass manufacture. 
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Strengths:

● The capacity for collection

● The capacity for reprocessing

● Life cycle analysis shows cullet to be
better than virgin raw materials

● Scottish glass manufacturers leading
players in a world market

Weaknesses:

● Container manufacturers had a monopoly
until recently

● The market is unstable

● Collection costs can outweigh the price 
paid for glass

● Collection infrastructure is weak

● Contamination issues

● The cost of collections to commercial
premises

Opportunities:

● Increasing amounts of cullet can 
potentially be used in glass manufacture

● Partnership can be formed to encourage a
strengthened collection infrastructure

● Other materials, particularly cardboard 
and aluminium cans could be collected 
with glass

● Increasing the value of recycled glass by 
avoiding it going to low value end uses

Threats:

● Mixed collections

● Compliance schemes

● High volume, low value end uses

● Collection charges driving customers away
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SECTION A CONCLUSION

This study calculates the amount of the waste glass produced by the hospitality sector in England
and Wales to be around 500,000 tonnes, which is higher than other informed estimates.

Glass waste is concentrated in urban areas and is prevalent in traditional pubs, large hotels and
nightclubs.

External factors which will affect any reverse logistics scheme are:

● The upward trend in use of one-trip glass containers 
● The downward trend in on-sales versus off-sales
● The downward trend in use of glass for containers, because of both lightweighting and

material substitution
● Legislation aimed at diverting waste from landfill (Landfill Tax and Packaging Waste

Regulations)
● Fluctuation in the price of recycled glass in end-use markets
● PRN prices, which will increase in the medium term but which are unpredictable longer

term (after 2008).

Existing glass collection schemes are predominantly localised, depend on route density, and
especially favour LREs producing large volumes of glass waste.

In Section B we will examine factors which would hinder or enable the development of a
commercially viable reverse haul scheme.
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SECTION B – REVERSE HAUL
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5.0. THE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Figure 22 shows the schematic of the system to be developed. The reverse flow between the
consumer and seller (licensed retail establishment) already exists, i.e. empty bottles are either
left by consumers in the public area within the establishment or retained behind the bar when
drinks are dispensed. The link between the reprocessor and the raw material manufacturer is well
established although the quality of the material received by the reprocessor is a critical factor
since it dictates the level of reprocessing required and the sell on options. Although colour sorting
technology and capacity have come on dramatically in recent years it is still low contamination
(no ceramic, Pyrex and minimal colour mix) segregated glass that commands the highest price.
Colour sorting is still a relatively slow process and the capital costs are high. 

Figure 22. Proposed recycling/supply chain in hospitality sector

The analysis of the system requirements is split into three elements;

● The LRE “in-house” systems;
● The dray “on-board” system;
● The consolidation and onward transportation of the glass to the reprocessor. 

5.1. The in-house system 

5.1.1. Space availability

The space available in licensed retail establishments to store material for collection is a key
factor. Unfortunately, this differs significantly due to factors such as the age of the property, the
level of refurbishment undertaken, the location of the property, type of establishment and the
target clientele. In general, newly refurbished young people’s venues in urban centres are
designed to maximise the size of the public area in order to maximise capacity and revenue. The
in-house waste management systems in such establishments can be very simple comprising of
mini wheelie bins, trays or buckets used to gather wastes from behind the bar and the public
area and emptied straight into the bins. Due to the lack of space available all activities are
undertaken behind the bar. Figure 23 shows an example with the glass washer on the left of the
picture and the bin used to collect waste from both behind the bar and the public area under the
work surface.

SECTION B An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector
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Figure 23. An example of a bar type washing system

With space at a premium waste bins are located outside the premises (Figure 24). In such
venues, the ease with which the public can access the outside waste bins is a concern to some
Local Authorities. Cardiff City Council has enforced a policy of ensuring all waste bins on the
streets of Cardiff are emptied prior to match days at the Millennium stadium to ensure the
contents of bins cannot become projectiles or weapons. Consequently, a minimum requirement
of a material collection system (especially glass) where the material is stored in a public area is
that the contents of the bins are not visible, the content is not easily accessed and containers
are robust.

Figure 24. An example of waste bins stored outside premises
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Some establishments have private outside storage areas for bins (Figure 25). In such cases
restricted public access reduces the system requirements. 

Figure 25. An example of outside bin storage in a private area 

Refillable bottles are often stored in crates although Figure 26 shows that this can be open to
abuse. Consequent contamination can have an impact on the recyclate value.

Figure 26. An example of potential contamination
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Figure 27 shows an urban pub with a room used to store bins with shutter access. This pub also
had a backroom and a separate storeroom and used a tray system where all empty glasses and
bottles were gathered up from the trays from the public area. Trays were then carried to the
backroom where the glasses were taken out for washing and the bottles were taken to the bins
for disposal. 

Figure 27. An example of indoor bin storage 

Figure 28 shows the system in operation. The blue bin on the bottom right of the picture is the
general waste bin where all bottles are thrown prior to disposal in the main waste bin. The glasses
on the left are awaiting washing and the glasses on the right washed and awaiting return to
the bar.

Figure 28. A backroom washing system
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Figure 29 shows the goods bay of a large hotel. The bay has been designed to take into
consideration the high frequency of deliveries and the volume of materials being delivered. This
results in a system that is far more elaborate than can be seen in many traditional pubs. Storage
space is ample both in terms of outdoor and indoor space. Such establishments can demonstrate
easy conversion from waste disposal to recycling. 

Figure 29. The goods bay in a large hotel  

5.1.2. Accessibility

An additional attribute that needs to be considered is the accessibility of the storage area. In
many traditional pubs cellars are used to store product. Storing recyclate in such an area would
therefore require the stairs to be taken into consideration. Establishments without lifts would
require a manual system to be developed. The current system for managing returnable crates
shows that a manual system can work. However the volume of glass being handled is typically
much smaller than the proposed system for handling non-returnable glass.    

5.1.3. Volume of glass generated

Table 16 shows the mean volume of glass generated in each establishment type and the number
of bins that can be manually carried that would be required to handle the glass. This shows that
a relatively small number of bins would be required to service pubs, café/bars and restaurants
and significantly more would be required to service hotels and nightclubs. 

Table 16. Analysis of small bin requirements
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Establishment Waste container Total No of 44 litre Total No of 55 litre
type glass weight containers @ 10kg containers @ 12.5kg

(tonnes per per container per container
establishment per year) Year Week Year Week

Public House – F&B 3.1 310 6 248 5
Café / bar 5.3 530 11 424 9
Hotel 9.3 930 18 744 15
Restaurant 1.1 110 3 88 2

Nightclub 27.5 2750 53 2200 43
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Table 17 shows the same information as contained in Table 16 but using larger bins. It can be
seen that to service nightclubs using the equivalent of 240 litre wheelie bins an average 10 bins
would be required. 

Table 17. Analysis of large bin requirements 

Tables 16 and 17 show the mean waste arising per establishment type. However, Luminar
Leisure Plc report that a number of their venues can generate 1 tonne of waste glass per night
at busy weekends and hence the glass waste generated can be at least double that of the average
27.5 tonnes per year. The JD Wetherspoon Group would also fit into the same category of very
high generator of glass waste. 

Hygiene is an important issue. In existing refillable bottle systems both the reusable bottle and
the crate are washed as part of the cleaning and refilling operation. To prevent such hygiene
concerns as fruit fly infestation, containers need to be systematically cleaned. This is particularly
important where bins are stored inside and where bins are intended to transport both products
(outbound journey) and waste (inbound journey) in a similar way to that of the returnable
bottle system. 

5.2. The on-board system

A key requirement of the system is that it must be able to deliver a service that does not
undermine current customer service levels. Luminar Leisure Plc reported that pre 2004 company
wide attempts made to recycle their glass by participating in dedicated glass collection schemes
failed due to the poor reliability of the service. The company generates a high volume of waste
glass and relies heavily on bins being available. If the proposed system delivered a similar level
of service the whole account could be placed in jeopardy.    

5.2.1. The dray type vehicle

In the UK the traditional means of delivering beverage products to the hospitality sector is
through the use of drays. Figure 30 shows the side view of a dray. Each round comprises of
multiple deliveries of both large (cask and keg) and small cases (non-returnable bottles (NRBs)
and refillables) as well as gas canisters. All 10 or 12 pallet spaces can be accessed from the
sides of the vehicle which is an advantage when servicing multiple clients with
multiple materials. 

Establishment Waste container Total No of 240 litre Total No of 1100 litre
type glass weight containers @ 55kg containers @ 250kg

(tonnes per per container per container
establishment per year) Year Week Year Week

Public House – F&B 3.1 57 2 12 1
Café / bar 5.3 97 2 21 1
Hotel 9.3 170 4 37 1
Restaurant 1.1 20 1 4 1

Nightclub 27.5 500 10 110 3
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Figure 30. The dray system

Although the product mix is dependent on the type of establishment being serviced it is
estimated that large case (casks and kegs) represent 75% of products delivered and the small
case (bottled drinks) 25%; equating to 2 pallet spaces on a 10 bay dray and 3 on a 12 bay dray.
This ratio is important to the collection system since large cases are already returned. Due to the
intrinsic value of the empty casks and kegs it is an unspoken rule that a one for one service is
provided, i.e. when a large case is delivered,  an empty case is collected. This limits the space
available for the collection of non-returnable bottles. 

At Tradeteam’s Dunstable distribution centre it is estimated that a whole pallet space is available
after the first delivery in only circa 15% of rounds. Figure 31 shows that the non payload carrying
area of the truck is limited. A small space at the front is used to carry sack trucks and pigs (used
to cushion casks and kegs during the offloading process) which leaves only the space above the
product. Health and safety considerations prevent the storage of backhauled glass in the space
above products on the dray. 

Figure 31. The space available on the dray
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An additional issue is fluctuations in product demand. Demand peaks arise during the Christmas
period and major sporting events. Over the festive period, bulk ordering to guarantee the
availability of the product compounds the problem. It is estimated that 66% more casks and kegs
are in circulation over the Christmas period than any other time of year. Consequently, the surplus
large cases need to be collected after the festivities and hence more vehicle space is required for
inbound journeys than outbound. The space vacated by small cases is currently used to address
this imbalance. This would leave no space for the return of the normal level of glass let alone the
much higher volumes generated over the festive period. Potential solutions include:

● Running vehicles dedicated to the collection of recyclate. This would add cost to the
system but would prevent a drop in service levels

● Demand smoothing. Increase the delivery frequency to reduce the level of imbalance.
This would entail reassuring establishments of guaranteed delivery 

● Landfilling the excess packaging waste (glass). This is regarded as the last option since
it would clearly impact on service levels.

The relative proportion of an establishment’s account being serviced is also a factor that needs
to be taken into consideration. If the distributor only has 10% of the account but is the only one
offering the glass collection service, it is possible that they will be expected to collect ten times
more glass than they delivered to the establishment. The finite space available to carry the glass
could therefore be inadequate.

5.2.2. The rigid vehicle

Exel have introduced a new concept to the UK by servicing their JD Wetherspoon account using
tail gate rigid vehicles dedicated to delivering small cases. Each vehicle delivers to
establishments from a central distribution centre. Unlike the dray system where small cases are
manually offloaded from the truck individually the cases are delivered in metal roll cages similar
to those shown in Figure 28. This process reduces the time taken to offload the product and
presents the product to the client in the format they use for the storage of goods. It is estimated
that only circa 20% of the available space is currently being utilised for the return of cages,
dollies, etc. 

Although from a reverse haul perspective this system represents an opportunity it also represents
a threat. The scope for a reverse haul system using the rigid type vehicle system looks promising.
However, if all large volume small case consumers were serviced using this system it may have
a detrimental impact on the system developed for use on drays. The number of times a pallet
space would be available after the first drop would drop from the current circa 15% and the
inevitable higher percentage of large cases being carried would put a further squeeze on the
space available for the return of NRBs or other materials. The system developed for use on drays
must therefore be developed taking this potential change in delivery structure into account.    

As with the existing dedicated glass collection schemes, the threat would be to the circa 15,000
high glass generating establishments, as detailed in Section 2.2.2.

5.3. Transportation from collector to reprocessor

In existing glass collection systems delivery to reprocessors is integral to the collection round,
i.e. recyclate is delivered directly to reprocessors using the collection vehicle. However, Figure
21 shows that the reverse haul component of the system stops at the point the recyclate is
delivered to the distribution centre.  The material is then consolidated and transferred to the
reprocessor as a one way trip (although it can form part of a reprocessor’s collection round).
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Figure 32 shows a comparison of the two systems. It can be seen that the reverse haul system
will entail more operations than the existing systems and hence it is critical that costs are
minimised to ensure the upstream cost benefits of reverse haul are not out weighed by the costs
associated with the additional downstream operations.

Figure 32. A comparison of downstream process flow

The facilities required within each distribution centre, the system of transferring the recyclate
from the vehicle and the means of transporting the recyclate to the reprocessor are all key
components of the collection system.

5.4. Section discussion and conclusion

The move by Exel into the delivery of small cases using the roll cage system reflects the market
growth in this area and is a means of introducing bulk handling techniques to the delivery
process. In the USA the two-systems approach is well established; bay trucks are used to deliver
cases to small accounts and bulk trucks used to deliver palletised beverages to large accounts. 

However, the growth in bulk handling systems for delivering small cases in the UK is speculative,
since at most it is considered potentially viable for 45% of the market by volume. It is therefore
appropriate to focus on establishing the viability of a reverse haul system on drays. This is the
system used for over 95% of deliveries of small cases to the hospitality sector.

This section has shown that the majority of physical constraints are centred around the collection
vehicle used and in particular the dray system. Drays are well designed to maximise the
utilisation of space on the outbound journey. Section 6.0. focuses on this area since this is most
likely to dictate the viability of the reverse haul system. The evaluation of the physical constraints
of rigid vehicles is detailed in Appendix 2. 

The bulking up of the glass at the depot and the onward haul of the glass to the reprocessor is
likely to be the most significant system cost. The economic evaluation is undertaken in
Section 7.0.   
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6.0. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLLECTION SYSTEM

This section analyses the following collection system options for use on drays:

● Sacrificing a pallet space on the dray to accommodate the recyclate

● Using a container / crate system to deliver and collect non-returnable bottles. 

Additional options that were considered included:

● Using a trailer system or rear extension to the dray to accommodate the recyclate. This
was considered inappropriate due to the cost associated with kitting out each vehicle
and discussions with Draymen who stressed that they already find it difficult to get to
some establishments

● Utilising the space above the product. For health and safety reasons this was considered
inappropriate

● Retrofitting all drays with hydraulic lifting equipment to enable large bins to be lifted
onto the vehicle. The cost of such a recommendation was considered to be prohibitive.

6.1. Option 1: Sacrificing pallet space

Section 5.2. highlighted that in only 15% of cases a pallet space is available after the first
delivery has been made on a dray. This option assesses the viability of trading off pallet space
currently used for product with space to house the recyclate.

It is estimated that, on average, distribution companies receive revenue of 76p per case or crate
delivered. The maximum number of cases of non-returnable bottles (NRBs) that can be stored
on a pallet is 72 cases and hence the maximum revenue per pallet space is £55. For returnable
bottles the bulky nature of returnable crates results in the packing density being much lower and
it is only possible to stack 54 cases on a pallet. The revenue from a pallet space containing
returnable containers is therefore lower than for NRBs at £41.

Assuming the dimension of a pallet space is 1.2m x 1.0m x 1.7m high and the weight of the
glass that can be carried follows that of bottle bank density of 250Kg/m3 the maximum tonnage
of glass that can be carried per pallet space is 0.5 tonnes. Therefore, the revenue required would
be £82 per tonne to breakeven against the revenue from returnable bottles and £110 per tonne
for NRBs. The three possible means of generating revenue from glass collection are:

● Glass price from reprocessors

● Collection fee from establishments

● Revenue from PRN systems. Reprocessors are however under no obligation to
supplement the glass price with PRN revenue.

Figure 33 shows the potential revenue that would be generated if mixed glass were collected.
The collection fee is based on the current industry norm of £1.25 per 240 litre wheelie bin and
is constant over the 2 years. Using PRN and glass price data from the last 2 years, at no stage
over the period have prices been sufficiently high to enable the revenue from glass to compare
with the revenue that can be gained through the transport of product. In October 2004 the
revenue from the three streams would have been £26.11, less than half that of the revenue from
a full pallet of NRB and £15 less than the revenue from returnable bottles.
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Figure 33. Distributors’ potential revenue from mixed glass

Figure 34 shows the analysis where segregated glass is collected. The price received for the glass
is calculated based on the colour composition of the glass highlighted within the Glass Goes
Green report, i.e. 52% clear, 10% amber, 36% green and 2% mixed. Although the gap between
the revenue from glass and the revenue from product is much smaller, the gap still exists.

Figure 34. Distributors’ potential revenue from segregated glass

To put the revenue gap shown in Figure 34 in context, Carlsberg report that they make 19,000
deliveries per week. Assuming an average eight deliveries per round the revenue lost when glass
revenue was at its highest over the period (October 2002) would have been circa £18,400 per
week when comparing glass and NRB revenue. At its lowest in July 2003 the revenue gap would
have increased to £32,130 per week. Over the two year period the company would have lost £2.9
million if operating such a scheme.
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It is assumed that PRN prices will rise as recycling targets become more challenging. However,
the 2003 slump in PRN prices and the track record of initiatives that have invested on the back
of such expectation, such as the Bottleback scheme, would suggest that such news should be
treated with caution. Figure 35 shows that even with a collection fee equivalent to that of general
waste collection (£2.25 per 240 litre wheelie bin) glass would still not generate as much revenue
per pallet space as would NRBs.    

Figure 35. Hypothetical revenue if LREs paid disposal rates for glass collection 

In addition, this argument does not take account of the additional costs associated with losing a
pallet space. Customers would still require product and hence the reduced capacity would result
in the need for additional journeys. 

The density of the glass can be increased using compactors either housed on the vehicle or in
the establishment. A fourfold increase in the tonnage of glass carried would clearly improve the
revenue. However, both on board compaction systems and in house establishment based systems
are costly and are currently only economically viable in establishments generating a high volume
of glass waste.    

It can be concluded therefore that there would be no revenue gain from sacrificing a pallet space
to accommodate the glass. However, the analysis shows the potential income from the glass
scheme. 

Additional factors that also should be considered include Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
and customer consolidation:

● CSR could change the viability of the process if large customers demanded the service
as part of a far reaching corporate social responsibility package, e.g. in densely
populated urban areas such as London the use of reverse haul may be seen as a means
of reducing the vehicle trips required to service an establishment and hence reducing
the contribution to congestion. The threat of losing such a client and if no other option
can be found would make the results of the economic comparison irrelevant

● Customer consolidation: is it viable for large distribution companies to drop their small
customers in favour of offering a broader service to larger clients? Offering the glass
collection service may be regarded as a competitive differentiator. However, small
customers may not receive the same discounts as large clients and hence contribute
disproportionately to profit.  
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6.2. Option 2: Use of a container / crate system  

Containers and crate systems are potential solutions to overcome the issue of a full pallet space
not being available. In the current returnable bottle system crates of empties are stored on the
same pallet as crates of product. However, whereas the issue associated with trading off payload
discussed in Section 6.1. was one of utilisation of space, container and crate systems bring into
question the draymen’s time taken to collect, load and unload the containers onto the vehicle.  

Table 18 shows the analysis of the number of bins required to service each establishment type.
Assuming an average of eight establishments are serviced per round and that 55 litre bins would
be used, the number of bins that potentially would be handled range from 16 containers if the
round delivered to restaurants and 344 containers if the round delivered to nightclubs.

Table 18. Analysis of small bin requirements

In the best case scenario containers would be either brought to the vehicle by establishment staff
or would be positioned in storerooms so that the draymen collect containers as part of the delivery
cycle, e.g. the draymen could take five cases of product to the storeroom and bring five
containers / crates of glass back. It is estimated that to load each container onto the vehicle
would take circa 10 seconds. A worse case scenario would be where containers need to be
collected from a remote part of the establishment and individually carried to the vehicle. In this
case it is estimated that it could take 30 seconds to retrieve and load each container onto
the vehicle. 

A best case scenario in terms of unloading the vehicle would be where the process is undertaken
by depot staff and the task is absorbed into existing duties. In this case the unloading process
would have no impact on driver time or total system cost. A worse case scenario would be where
the driver must empty each container individually in a remote area which again could add a
further 30 seconds per container. 

Figure 36 shows the analysis assuming the round comprises of an average eight deliveries. The
time taken to collect containers from a delivery round which comprises of eight nightclubs would
be circa 60 minutes in the best case scenario. It is estimated that this would result in the loss
of either one or two deliveries. However, it is highly unlikely that a round would comprise of
delivery to eight nightclubs since there is insufficient space on the vehicle to accommodate the
volume of product. Eight nightclubs generating the average 27.5 tonnes of glass waste per year
requires a weekly consumption equivalent to that of circa 2100 beer or Ready To Drink (RTD)
bottles. Each pallet space can hold a maximum of 1728 bottles and hence for eight nightclubs
this equates to 9.7 pallet spaces. This would leave no room on the vehicle for large cases.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the best case scenario would require less than 40
minutes per round to be taken up loading containers onto the vehicle.   

SECTION B An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Establishment Waste container Total No of 44 litre Total No of 55 litre
type glass weight containers @ 10kg containers @ 12.5kg

(tonnes per per container per container
establishment per year) Year Week Year Week

Public House – F&B 3.1 310 6 248 5
Café / bar 5.3 530 11 424 9
Hotel 9.3 930 18 744 15
Restaurant 1.1 110 3 88 2

Nightclub 27.5 2750 53 2200 43
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Figure 36. Analysis of delivery and container loading times

The worst case scenario would take well over six hours to collect the glass from eight nightclubs
which  is clearly not viable. The time taken to collect the glass from eight restaurants would take
16 minutes but the weight of glass collected would be a modest 200 Kg per round.   

The analysis assumes that there is space on the vehicle to accommodate all the glass. However,
it is estimated that only two pallet spaces are available to accommodate the glass on each round.
Each pallet space can accommodate 312Kg of glass assuming 25 containers (55 litre) carrying
12.5Kg per container. Applying the best scenario time discussed above of 10 seconds per
container it would take just over eight minutes to load this glass onto the vehicle (Figure 37).
The industry allocates 15 minutes per tonne of product for unloading a vehicle. Applying the
same formula to the loading of glass the 625Kg of glass equates to 9.4 minutes. It is concluded
that this time could be accommodated within current rounds with no impact on the number of
deliveries undertaken. However, the limitation on the volume of glass that can be collected
means that not all customers can be offered the service and hence it would be necessary to
identify target clients based on:

● Colour mix of glass waste generated

● Ability to implement the in house system required

● Willingness to pay for service, if the service is not to be provided free of charge. 
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Figure 37. Analysis of time taken to load containers onto the vehicle per round  

As a means of determining the likely client base for such a system, a survey of three types of
establishments was undertaken. Thirty establishments were contacted within each of the
three groups:

● Large glass generating urban establishment
● Small glass generating urban establishment
● Small glass generating rural establishment  

Each establishment was asked three questions:

● Would you be willing to pay for the glass collection service?
● Would you be willing to colour segregate the glass?
● What is the colour mix of glass?

The first two questions entailed giving a mark out of 10 in terms of willingness (10 being very
willing and 1 very unwilling). Table 19 shows the results of the survey. The observations made
from these results are:

● There is no significant variation in colour mix between establishment groups

● The results from the two low volume groups showed greater similarity than the two urban
groups. This signifies that the volume of glass generated has a greater bearing on the
results than the urban / rural mix

● Urban high volume users are reluctant to segregate their glass but more willing to pay
for collection.
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Table 19. Establishment survey results.

Since the service would not be offered to all clients the variability of delivery rounds in terms
of the establishments being served is also a significant factor. Clients offered the service must
be chosen carefully to ensure that no round involves the collection of more glass than can be
physically carried on the vehicle. Conversely it would be extremely difficult and unlikely that
625Kg would be consistently collected from each vehicle. A safety buffer would need to be in
place to ensure the reliability of system delivery. This would entail setting the target (glass
collected) below the maximum to ensure any increase in glass volume can be accommodated. 

6.3. Section discussion and conclusion

The revenue from the sale of small cases is greater than the equivalent revenue from glass
recycling. This rules out the use of a dedicated recycling area within the dray vehicle. However,
the container / crate option is viable at this stage in the analysis. It requires no reduction in
vehicle payload, fits within the system constraint of vehicle space availability, and potentially
offers an additional revenue stream to distribution companies. In the case of Carlsberg making
9000 deliveries per week and assuming eight deliveries per round, collecting 625Kg per round
equates to 700 tonnes per week or 36,400 tonnes per year.

The analysis of the container / crate option shows that if a mixed glass system is to be developed,
focus is best placed on the urban high volume establishments since they are more willing to pay
for the service. A segregated service can be provided to the low volume generators but they are
more reluctant to pay for the service.   

The next section will analyse this option in greater detail to establish the associated costs and
benefits and target customers.

Type of establishment
Urban – high Urban – Low Rural – Low

volume volume volume
Willingness to pay for service 7.6 5.3 4.7
Willingness to segregate 2.2 7.3 7.8

Colour mix (%)
Green 34 37 35
Clear 52 49 52

Amber 14 14 13
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7.0. DEVELOPMENT OF SOLUTIONS

7.1. The proposed system

Figure 38 shows the flow chart of the proposed system. Lidded rigid 55 litre empty containers
are delivered to LREs with the large and small cases. The containers are then used as part of
each LREs in-house system, e.g. located behind the bar for easy transfer of empty beverage
containers. When full the container is stored and replaced with an empty container. The full
containers are collected and loaded onto the dray along with the empty large cases. The system
of container exchange would be very similar to that of the large case system, i.e. one empty
container provided in exchange for one full container. At the depot the containers would be
offloaded by yard staff. The dispensing system is dependent on whether a mixed or segregated
collection system is used. For a mixed system all containers would be tipped into a 2.2m3

tipping skip. When full the skip is lifted by forklift and tipped into a 40 yard roll-on roll-off skip.
The skip would be systematically collected by a reprocessor in exchange for an empty skip. 

In the segregated glass system the process is similar but instead of one tipping skip, three colour
specific skips would be used. In addition, three colour specific 40 yard skips would be used. 

In both systems containers and lids would be washed down with a jet wash prior to reuse.

The 55 litre containers would be carried on drays in the space at the front of the vehicle. The
nesting ability of the containers results in a 66% reduction in the space taken up by the
containers. 50 containers would require a space 600mm (width) x 400mm (depth) x 5610mm
(height). This could be accommodated in three stacks in the non pallet space at the front of the
vehicle with lids packed on top of the small cases. This would still leave room at the front for the
material handling equipment and the lids would be clean, resulting in no product contamination.
The shrink wrap on the product would act as a secondary barrier.

The average distribution centre undertakes circa 20 rounds per day. Assuming the average round
would collect 500 Kg of glass it is estimated that 10 tonnes of glass would be collected per day.

Figure 38. Loading on mixed glass system

Figure 39 shows the loading on the mixed glass system. Due to the high lift frequency of the 40
yard skip, to ensure the skip is full on collection, to maximise the revenue per lift, it is
recommended that two skips are used. This would also increase the collection time window and
ensure that skip space is available.
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Figure 39. Flow chart of the proposed system
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Table 20 shows the analysis of the lift frequencies. The reduced lift frequency of the three 40
yard containers reduces the need for doubling up.

Table 20. Loading on segregated glass system

7.2. Cost analysis

The costs have been calculated based on the marginal costs of operating the systems. No costs
have been assigned to the use of depot space or transport costs of drays and drayman time. The
price of glass paid by the reprocessors is the only revenue stream included within the analysis. 

7.2.1. Cost analysis of a mixed glass system

Table 21 shows the cost analysis associated with the mixed glass scheme. A depot comprising of
20 rounds collecting 10 tonnes of mixed glass per day would make a loss of £12,000 pa.
However, if the 55 litre containers (£15,000) were to be purchased by each LRE or through such
funding routes as PRN revenue then the scheme would be profit making, although the £2,500
profit is insufficient to act as an incentive or business opportunity for distribution companies.    

Table 21. Cost analysis of a mixed glass collection scheme
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Colour of glass Daily volume Frequency of lift of Frequency of lift of
generated (tonnes) skip tipper 40 yard skip 

(lifts per day) (lifts per day)
Clear 5.00 9.0 0.3

Green 3.60 6.4 0.2

Amber 1.40 2.5 0.1

Annual Annual 
Revenue Cost

(£) (£)

Revenue from glass;
Mixed glass @ £15 per tonne 37,500

Cost of 55 litre containers @ £2.50 each 15,125
Cost of waste licensing; assessment of technical 1,221
competence, registration of waste carriers and brokers, 
and application charge for keeping waste*

Skip tipper cost @ £1000 each 1,000
Cost of yard hand time@ 50% of £10773 pa** 5,387
Cost of 40 yard skip collection @ £160 per lift*** 26,720
Cost of container cleaning @ £2 per day 500

Total 37,500 49,953
Profit (loss) (12,453)

Notes * Based on a delivery frequency of once every two weeks, a 10% allowance for containers in transit
or being processed in the depot and a 10% loss allowance (damage, theft, etc). The calculation 
uses a two year payback period.  

** Based on the minimum wage including employer’s national insurance.
*** Based on the cost of collection being charged at £40 per hour and a round trip (reprocessor   

collecting the container and returning to base) taking on average 4 hours. 
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An alternative approach is to charge LREs the equivalent of 20p per container. This can be
charged as an annual fee rather than counting the containers used and billing per collection
since this would create an administrative burden and add to running costs. This 20p per
container equates to an 1,100 Litre eurocart lift price of £4. This is cheap when compared to
the current cost of waste disposal (£6.50 per lift) and in line with industry feedback that a £2
reduction per lift would be an incentive to recycle. This would be even more attractive if lift
prices for general waste increase in line with the increase in landfill tax. The revenue gained from
charging would be £40,000 pa making the system profitable, i.e. revenue of £77,500 and costs
of £49,953. This system would most suit the large waste generators who are most willing to pay
for the service.  

Table 22 shows the cost analysis if manual colour sorting was undertaken at the depot, i.e. if
mixed glass was collected from the LREs and manually colour sorted prior to collection by the
reprocessors. When comparing this with the mixed glass scheme (Table 21) it can be seen that
only marginal benefits are gained, namely a reduction in losses of £1,591pa. Although the
benefits are only marginal the process can be regarded as a very good contingency plan if the
price of mixed glass was to fall dramatically. The price of colour specific glass is less sensitive
to PRN fluctuations and hence under such circumstances this option may be viewed as more
attractive.

Table 22. Cost analysis of a mixed glass collection scheme with manual colour sorting

The analysis shown in Tables 21 and 22 show 40 yard skip collection to be the most significant
cost. In addition, this proposal favours the regions of England and Wales where collection is most
suited. The nearer the distribution depot is to a glass reprocessor, the greater the profitability of
the scheme. Appendix 3 shows the geographic location of reprocessors. Figure 40 shows that a
scheme where the round trip made by the reprocessor takes less than one hour can make an
annual profit of over £47,000. At the other extreme, if the round trip takes eight hours then all
scheme profits are eliminated.

Annual Annual 
Revenue Cost

(£) (£)

Revenue from glass;
Clear glass @ £28 per tonne 35,000

Green glass @ £15 per tonne 13,500
Amber glass @ £25 per tonne 8,750

Cost of 55 litre containers @ £2.50 each 15,125

Cost of waste licensing; assessment of technical 1,221
competence, registration of waste carriers and brokers, 
and application charge for keeping waste
Skip tipper cost @ £1000 each 3,000
Cost of yard hand time@ £10773 pa* 21,546
Cost of 40 yard skip collection @ £160 per lift 26,720
Cost of container cleaning @ £2 per day 500
(water and energy costs)

Total 57,250 68,112
Profit (loss) (10,862)

Notes * Calculated on the basis that the colour sorting process and all other operations associated with the
glass scheme would require two full time staff. 
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Figure 40. The impact the proximity of the reprocessor has on the profitability of a mixed glass scheme

7.2.2. Cost analysis of a segregated glass system

Table 23 shows the cost analysis associated with the segregated glass scheme. A depot
comprising of 20 rounds collecting 10 tonnes of segregated glass per day would make a profit of
£5,000 pa. This would not be perceived by distribution companies as an attractive business
opportunity but as with the mixed glass system if the 55 litre containers (£15,000) were to be
purchased by each LRE or through such funding routes as PRN revenue then the profitability of
the scheme can be improved, i.e. to £20,000 per depot. Since the target establishments would
be the small volume glass waste generators the cost to each establishment to buy the containers
is likely to be very small. For the average public house 12 bins would be required at a cost of
£30 and for café / bars 22 containers at a cost of £55.       

Table 23. Cost analysis of a segregated scheme
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Notes: Assuming LREs would be charged a collection fee equivalent to 20p per container and 55 litre 
containers would be purchased by the distribution companies. The maximum benefit would rise to 
£62K if an alternative means of funding the purchase of containers can be found.

Revenue (£) Cost (£)
Revenue from glass;

Clear glass @ £28 per tonne 35,000
Green glass @ £15 per tonne 13,500
Amber glass @ £25 per tonne 8,750

Cost of 55 litre containers @ £2.50 each 15,125
Cost of waste licensing; assessment of technical 1,221
competence, registration of waste carriers and brokers, 
and application charge for keeping waste

Skip tipper cost @ £1000 each 3,000
Cost of yard hand time@ 50% of £10773 pa 5,387

Cost of 40 yard skip collection @ £160 per lift 26,720
Cost of container cleaning @ £2 per day 500
(water and energy costs)

Total 57,250 51,953
Profit (loss) 5,298
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Unlike in the analysis undertaken on mixed glass, LREs willing to segregate the glass are less
willing to pay for the service and hence participation rates may drop if a collection fee were
introduced. This therefore restricts the level of additional revenue that can be generated.

Figure 41 shows the sensitivity of the scheme to reprocessor proximity. This shows the maximum
profit to be over £40,000 and the breakeven point to be seven hours. 

Figure 41. The impact the proximity of the reprocessor has on the profitability of a segregated glass scheme

7.2.3. PRNs as a revenue stream

British Glass in their annual report stress;

“As targets rise, in steps, towards the 60% target for 2008, it is likely PRN revenues will also
increase. This is essential if the UK is to reach its 2008 glass recycling target.”

Although the revenue stream is not guaranteed it is possible that PRN revenue will flow into the
system to support the economics of collection. Table 24 shows the impact a PRN revenue stream
can have on system profits. It shows that each £5 per tonne input represents £12,500 additional
profit for the average distribution depot collecting 2,500 tonnes of glass per year. This would
clearly improve the financial incentive to enter the market.
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Table 24. Impact PRN revenue would have on system profitability

7.3. Likely take-up of the schemes

The 30 urban high glass waste generating establishments involved in the previous survey were
again contacted and asked whether in principle they would be interested in a mixed glass scheme
in which they pay a collection fee equivalent to £4 per 1100 Litre eurocart. Table 25 summarises
the responses. The analysis shows that 40% of establishments surveyed would be interested in
the scheme. Assuming the 15,000 high glass volume producers, detailed in Section 2.2.2, would
be the target customers this equates to 6000 establishments in England and Wales or 90,000
tonnes of glass.1

Table 25. Survey results of potential mixed glass scheme customers

The 60 low waste glass generating establishments were also contacted and asked whether they
would be interested in the segregated glass scheme. Table 26 summarises the responses. The
analysis shows that 62% of establishments surveyed would be interested in the scheme. Only
7% of establishments said that they were unwilling to pay for the containers. Nine of the eleven
establishments unwilling to segregate the glass were in urban areas and space and time were the
two main reasons given. 
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System attributes System System profit as a result of a PRN revenue stream
profit (£) PRN revenue PRN revenue PRN revenue PRN revenue

@ £5/tonne @ £10/tonne @ £15/tonne @ £20/tonne
Segregated glass – 
revenue from glass 5,300 17,800 30,300 42,800 55,300
sell only

Segregated glass – 
revenue from glass 20,400 32,900 45,400 57,900 70,400
and LREs pay for 
own bins
Mixed glass – 
revenue from glass (12,450) 50 12,550 25,050 37,550
sell only
Mixed glass – 
colour sorted (10,900) 1,600 14,100 26,600 39,100
at depot
Mixed glass – 
revenue from glass 27,550 40,050 52,550 65,050 77,550
and collection fee

Response No of responses
Yes, would be interested 12
No, nowhere to store containers 9
No, no staff available to put bins out 4
No, not whilst there is a free 3
collection service out there

No 2
Total 30

1 This assumes that each high glass volume establishment generates an average 15 tonnes of waste glass per year.
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Table 26. Survey results of potential segregated glass scheme customers

Assuming the scheme could be used for all small and moderate glass generating establishments
118,000 establishments could be targeted, which at a take-up rate of 62% accounts for 73,000
establishments or 170,000 tonnes of glass.2

7.4. Section discussion and conclusion

The analysis has shown that both mixed and segregated systems can be commercially viable. A
mixed glass scheme can generate a profit for a standard 20 round per day depot of £27,000 pa
when a collection fee equivalent to 20p per container is applied. In the segregated scheme
£20,000 pa profit can be generated if consumers pay for containers.  

Additionally, the two systems are complimentary with the mixed glass system targeting the high
volume urban establishments and the segregated system the lower volume urban and rural
establishments. Reverse haul can therefore be applied in distribution centres serving all markets.
The decision on what option to choose would be based on the customer mix within the individual
distribution centre.

The proximity to a glass reprocessor is the most critical cost factor. Appendix 3 shows the
accredited container glass reprocessors in the UK. The segregated scheme would be
disadvantaged in that to achieve the highest price the glass (clear and amber) would need to go
to a reprocessor. This could have a significant impact on the cost of collection. Mixed glass can
be sent to either a reprocessor or to the aggregates market which improves the geographical
distribution of facilities able to take the glass and improves the likelihood of having a facility
nearby. Green glass can also be sent to both outlets and it can be advantageous to send it to the
aggregates market when the cost differential between mixed and green glass is minimal.  

Although the mixed glass scheme will potentially generate more profit and has a larger number
of outlets for the glass, it is seen as less attractive to the hospitality sector. To collect 500Kg per
round requires 69% of the glass delivered on the vehicle to be collected. There will be glass
arising from other deliveries to the premises which inflates the volume of glass to be collected.
However it is still highly unlikely that 500Kg of glass would be collected from every round.
Because small waste generators are reluctant to pay for the service, the scheme would need to
attract the fee paying bigger waste glass generators. It is therefore important that any distribution
company undertake a detailed market survey prior to implementing such a scheme to establish
the location of accredited reprocessors and to establish the take-up rate. 

The segregated scheme generated a better response from the industry and it is less sensitive to
fluctuations in PRN prices. In addition, it targets waste glass generators with few viable
alternative means of recycling since the low collection route densities makes it a non viable
option for dedicated glass collection schemes.

Response No of responses
Yes, would be interested 37

No, not willing to segregate glass 11
No, will continue current 
method of recycling 5

No, not willing to pay for containers 4

No 3
Total 60

2 Assumes 275,000 tonnes of glass is generated by small and medium sized establishments.
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SECTION B CONCLUSION

This section has shown that it is commercially viable to collect glass from the hospitality sector
using reverse haul logistics. The dray, and more specifically the limited space available on the
inbound journey, is a significant system constraint. This limits the glass collected per round to
circa 0.6 tonnes and makes it extremely difficult to collect any additional materials.

Unlike the existing dedicated glass collection systems where route density is the critical factor,
for the reverse haul system it is proximity to a glass reprocessor which represents the main
system cost and dictates the profitability of the scheme. 

The mixed glass system, comprising of the collection of mixed glass using 55 litre containers
and establishments paying a collection fee, is considered the most viable mixed glass option
especially if PRN revenue can be used to bolster revenue and add an additional financial
incentive for distribution companies.  

The mixed glass system targets the high volume glass generators. Figure 42 shows the
breakdown of the hospitality market into the high and moderate waste glass generating
establishments in terms of number of establishments and volume of glass. Although only 15,000
establishments (11%) are regarded as high volume generators of waste glass they account for
225,000 tonnes (45%) of the glass generated within the hospitality sector.  It is estimated that
this mixed glass system could capture a 40% share of this market which equates to 6,000
establishments or 90,000 tonnes of glass.

Figure 42. Analysis of glass waste generated by hospitality sector

The segregated glass scheme targets the moderate waste glass generators. It is estimated that
this segregated glass system could capture a 62% share of this market which equates to 73,000
establishments or 170,000 tonnes of glass.

SECTION B An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Moderate glass 
generators 89%

High volume glass 
generators 11%

Number of establishments

Moderate glass 
generators 55%

High volume glass 
generators 45%

Glass waste generated
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APPENDIX 1

DEFINITION OF REVERSE LOGISTICS

There are numerous definitions of “reverse logistics” including Dowlatshahi’s1 definition;

“A process in which a manufacturer systematically accepts previously shipped products or parts
from the point of consumption for possible recycling, remanufacture or disposal.”

Rogers and Tibben Lembke2 define reverse logistics as;

“The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw
materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of
consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal.”

Taylor3 defines reverse logistics in a very similar way;

“A continuous logistic process through which previously shipped products or parts move from the
consumer back to the producer for possible reuse, recycling, remanufacturing or disposal.”

In all three definitions it is implied that the returning product or package must pass back through
each element in the forward supply chain to its point of origin. This currently occurs within the
hospitality sector for kegs, casks, gas canisters, crates and returnable (refillable) bottles: see
Figure A1. In all cases where this system is used within the hospitality sector the packaging is
sent back to the producer for refilling or reuse.

Figure A1. Supply chain within hospitality sector

This is also a growing area for reverse logistics outside of the hospitality sector. Reverse logistics
has been growing as a direct result of changing consumer buying. Catalogue shopping returns are
30% or above; books, music and entertainment products returns are between 10 and 20% while
returns for durable goods such as fridges, TVs and the like is currently estimated at about 4%.4

In addition, customer returns policies have become more comprehensive and are increasingly
being used as a competitive differentiator.

However, when sending the product or packaging back through the chain for recycling it is only
appropriate to send it back to the point of origin when the producer has a reprocessing facility.
In the case of recycling such materials as container glass the reverse flow from the distributor
back to the producer is a redundant or non-value adding step. In the proposed recycling system
the distributor / collector will consolidate the packaging and send it for reprocessing, see
Figure A2. 
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Producer
Packer / filler

Forward flow

Distributor /
Collector Seller Consumer

Reverse flow

1Dowlatshahi P. Developing a theory of reverse logistics. Interfaces 30:3 (143-155) 2000.
2 Rogers, D and Tibben Lembke, R. Going backwards: reverse logistics practices and trends. Reverse Logistics Executive Council. University
of Nevada. Reno. 1998. 

3Johnson, P. Managing value in reverse logistic systems. Transportation Research. Vol 34 Issue 3 pp 217 – 227. 1998.
4Are you ready to go backwards? Distribution Business. 1 May 2004.
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Figure A2. Proposed recycling/supply chain in hospitality sector

The system can be regarded as closed loop when the reprocessor sends the recyclate back to
the original raw material manufacturer or converter. However, the decision whether or not this
happens depends on such factors as the quality of the recyclate, the location of reprocessors,
the quantities of recyclate and the revenue that can be made from each option. Within the
glass industry, alternative markets for cullet have been developed.

The European working group on reverse logistics (Rev Log) has adapted the definition of
reverse logistics put forward by Rogers and Tibben Lembke5 to take into consideration the fact
that the producers and in fact end users need not be part of the reverse chain;

“The process of planning, implementing and controlling flows of raw materials, in-process
inventory, and finished goods, from a manufacturing, distribution of use point to a point of
recovery or point of proper disposal.”

In addition, Daniel6 has also taken out reference to the point of origin within the definition;

“Reverse haul is the task of recovering discarded products (cores); it may include packaging
and shipping materials and back hauling them to a central collection point for either recycling
or remanufacturing.” 

In the context of this study the definition of the European working group on reverse logistics
best encompasses the reverse logistics process proposed in this study.

Producer
Packer / filler

Forward flow

Distributor /
Collector

Raw material
manufacturer 
or converter

Reprocessor

Seller Consumer

Reverse flow

5De Brito, MP and Dekker, R. Reverse logistics – A framework. Econometric Institute Report E1 2002-38. Oct 2002.
6 Daniel, V. Supply chain management for recoverable manufacturing systems. Interfaces 30:3 (125-142) 2000.
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APPENDIX 2

REVERSE LOGISTICS ON RIGID VEHICLES

This section analyses the following collection system options:

● Option 1: Using 240 litre wheelie bins on rigid rear loading vehicles   

● Option 2: Using roll cages to return recyclate on rigid rear loading vehicles. 

OPTION 1: Using 240 litre wheelie bins on rigid rear loading vehicles

This system would entail loading empty wheelie bins onto the vehicle at the distribution centre.
At each delivery, full wheelie bins would be collected and replaced with empty bins. The bins
would then be taken back to the depot for emptying using a hydraulic attachment on
consolidation bins. The benefits of this system include:

● Very similar to existing waste management system used in most establishments and so
easy to implement in terms of staff training

● Similarity with existing systems means potential participation rate is high

● System is run separately from the product system and hence less risk of cross
contamination

● Wheelie bins are lidded to minimise odour.  

The critical barrier to this option is whether the wheelie bins can be accommodated on the
outbound journey. An 8.25 metre rigid vehicle can accommodate 27 roll cages. The number of
roll cages loaded onto the vehicle depends on the number of deliveries to be made and the
requirements of each establishment. For example, it is estimated that each cage can carry 25
small cases at 24 bottles per case, i.e. 600 bottles per cage. Assuming the establishments
currently using such systems consume circa 1 tonne of glass products per week or 4000 bottles,
seven cages would be required per delivery.7 Therefore, assuming that the average round
comprises of three deliveries space would be potentially available equivalent to six cages.

Table A1 shows the number of 240 litre wheelie bins that can be accommodated on the vehicle
with respect to cage space availability. The analysis shows that in the case of the example where
the space in the vehicle was equivalent to six roll cages nine wheelie bins can be stored. If this
represented the norm then potentially 495 Kg of glass can be collected per round. 

Table A1. Space available on rigid vehicles

APPENDIX An Analysis of the Viability of Reverse Haul within the UK Hospitality Sector

Roll cage space available Equivalent wheelie bin space
No of Weight of glass
bins (Kg) 

1 roll cage 1 55

2 3 165

3 4 220
4 5 275

5 7 385

6 9 495

7This analysis also assumes that one of the benefits in switching from the dray to the rigid vehicle system is that delivery frequency to each
establishment can be reduced from twice per week to weekly.     
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However, the analysis shows that in the case where room for nine wheelie bins is available the
volume of glass that is collected accounts for only half the glass generated at one of the three
deliveries, i.e. three tonnes of glass are being delivered and only half a tonne of glass can be
collected. Possible solutions to overcome this include:

● Carrying wheelie bins on an attachment at the rear of the vehicle during the outbound
journey. Unfortunately, the system would need to accommodate nine bins simply to
enable collection from one establishment  

● Compaction of the glass. Table A2 shows the glass that can be collected if
establishments compact the glass. It can be seen that the nine bins could carry
sufficient glass to enable the service to be provided to two of the three establishments.
However, the capital costs associated with setting up the system would increase
significantly. The weight of wheelie bins would change the structure of the system from
a one person to a two person job, which would also disrupt the economics. However, the
need to use reinforced wheelie bins and the need for two people would make it practical
to increase the size of the wheelie bins used. Using 1,100 litre bins would make the
system identical in format to the conventional waste management systems used in the
high glass waste establishments

Table A2. Space on rigid vehicles if glass is compacted

● Be colour selective. The Glass Goes Green study showed that circa 50% of glass
generated within the on-trade is clear. Therefore since clear glass commands the highest
price offering a clear glass collection service to one of every three customers would
enable the top price to be achieved. However, offering only half a service leaves the door
open to competitors who are able to offer a whole service.  

A key issue with this system is how much space on the outbound journey is available. It is in the
best interest of the distributors to fully utilise the vehicle space available by packing it full of
product. Therefore since the space available is not assured it is not possible to guarantee
collections, which is a recipe for disaster in terms of customer service levels.

If the rigid vehicle system was adopted for delivery to more modest glass consumers then the
number of deliveries per round would increase and the space available per round would decrease,
e.g. the 6 cage spaces available would be taken up with a delivery of a smaller order. This would
clearly have a severe impact on the system.

Roll cage space available Equivalent wheelie bin space
No of Weight of glass
bins (Kg) 

1 roll cage 1 220

2 3 660

3 4 880
4 5 1100

5 7 1540

6 9 1980
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OPTION 2: Using roll cages to return recyclate on rigid rear loading vehicles 

The key benefit the roll cage option has over the wheelie bin system, discussed in Section 6.3.,
is that they are an integral part of the outbound product delivery system. In the case of an 8.5m
rigid vehicle 27 roll cages are potentially available in which to accommodate the glass for the
return journey. However, the downside is that unlike wheelie bins the cages have not been
designed to accommodate waste and especially glass.

To enable the service to be offered to all establishments each cage would need to hold the same
volume of glass on the return journey as that of the outbound journey. At 600 bottles per cage
the weight of glass on the outbound journey is 150Kg. The internal area within each cage is
0.792m3 and hence using the same packing density as that of a bottle bank the anticipated
volume of glass that can be collected per cage is 198 Kg (0.792m3 x 250 Kg/ m3). Filling each
cage with 198Kg of glass would enable all establishments to be offered the service and would
result in six cages still being available to collect additional recyclate, e.g. cardboard. 

One issue with using the cage system is the number of establishments that can accommodate
the cages if they are to be used in a similar way to conventional waste bins, e.g. bag inserted into
the cage and bottles tipped in. For health and safety reasons the cages cannot be left outside of
establishments in public areas and in some establishments the cases are decanted from the
cages due to accessibility issues. It is estimated that this constraint would limit the number of
establishments to circa one third to a half of deliveries. Although this would clearly reduce the
level of opportunity it would still result in 1.35 to 1.95 tonnes of waste glass being collected
per round. 

In addition, reducing the participation rate would enable an additional constraint to be overcome.
The cages stand at over 1.7m high and hence they are much taller than wheelie bins that stand
at less than 1.1m. Wheelie bins are seen as a comfortable loading height. Reducing the capacity
of cage fill in line with the outbound volumes would result in the filling height reducing by
0.26m, which still leaves the filling height above that of a wheelie bin. However, since only a
maximum of half the establishments can be serviced using this system each cage only needs to
carry 75Kg of glass and not the 150Kg if the service was offered to all. Reducing the required
carrying volume of each cage to 75Kg would reduce the loading height to 0.82m which is 0.28m
lower than wheelie bins. Figure A3 shows the analysis of the loading point height versus the
weight of glass that can be collected. As a means of compromise in terms of balancing the
tipping height against the time taken to decant each cage at the distribution centre it is
recommended that the tipping height match that of the wheelie bin at 1.1m. Therefore 114Kg
per cage would be the optimum fill weight. This would result in between 12 and 17 cages being
filled with glass per round depending on the participation rate. The system would require more
cages to be used than are supplied with the small cases but establishments who operate the cage
systems have spare cages available due to other one way products being delivered into
the business.
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Figure A3. Analysis of loading height

An alternative approach to utilising the cages is via a container system similar to that of option
2. Establishments would collect the bottles in containers such as the 55 litre containers.
However, unlike the system discussed above the containers would be loaded into the cages rather
than emptied into bags contained in the cage. Establishments would be supplied with sufficient
empty containers to collect all the glass. For a company generating 1 tonne of glass waste per
week 80 containers (55 litre) would be required. Unfortunately, a 100% participation rate is not
possible since each cage could only carry eight containers which equates to 100Kg of glass. This
represents two-thirds of the glass deliveries or 2.7 tonnes per round.

An advantage the container system has over the bag system is that lidded containers can be
stored within the premises and loaded into cages immediately prior to collection. This overcomes
the issues of accessibility, odour and infestation. However, a disadvantage is the management of
the containers. Empty containers can be stored above cages on the outbound journey but the
bags used when dispensing glass into the cages are flexible / collapsible and hence are easier to
transport and store. The bags are also cheaper than containers. There is however no reason why
the two complementary systems cannot be implemented in parallel if deemed feasible.    
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APPENDIX 3

Accredited Container Glass Reprocessors

Source: Recycled Glass Market Study & Standards Review – 2004 Update. WRAP. May 2004.

Belfast

Manchester

Leeds

Cardiff
London

Edinburgh

Container manufacturers
Allied Glass Containers (Knottingley) Ltd
Allied Glass Containers (Leeds) Ltd
Beatson Clark plc (Barnsley)
Beatson Clark plc (Rotherham)
Lewis & Towers (Kent)
Quinn Glass Ltd (Northern Ireland)
Rexam Glass Barnsley Ltd
Rockware Glass Ltd (Knottingley)
Rockware Glass Ltd (Worksop)
Rockware Glass Ltd (Irvine)
Rockware Glass Ltd (Doncaster)
Stolzie Flaconnage Ltd (W Yorks)
United Glass Ltd (Alloa)
United Glass Ltd (Harlow)

Reprocessor / crusher
Allglass Reprocessors Ltd (Paisley)
Cumbria Crushing & Recycling (Workington)
Glass Recycling (UK) Ltd (Barnsley)
Glass Recycling Group Ltd (Stoke on Trent)
Glassdon Recycling (Co Antrim)
MacGlass Recycling (Bonnyrigg)
Midland Glass Glass Processing (Notts)
Midland Glass Glass Processing (Southhampton)
Reuse Collections Ltd (Dagenham)
Reuse Collections Ltd (S Kirby)
Viridor Richardson Ltd (St Helens)

Aggregate
Aggregate Industries (London)
Aggregate Industries (Newton Abbot)
Aggregate Industries (Tiverton)
Aggregate Industries (Middlesex)
Day Aggregates (Charlton)
Day Group (Middlesex)
Hanson Aggregates (Anglesey)
Lafarge Aggregates Ltd (Manchester)
Lafarge Aggregates Ltd (Herts)
Lafarge Aggregates Ltd (Derbyshire)
M&W Minerals Ltd (Newton Abbot)
Marley Building Materials Ltd (Staffs)
RMC Aggregates (Eastern Counties) Ltd (Kings Lynn)
RMC Aggregates (Eastern Counties) Ltd (Ely)
RMC Aggregates (Eastern Counties) Ltd (Ipswich)
RMC Aggregates (Eastern Counties) Ltd (Bedford)
RMC Aggregates (Greater London) Ltd (Dagenham)
RMC Aggregates (Northern) Ltd (South Shields)
RMC Aggregates (Northern) Ltd (Darlington)
RMC Aggregates (South West) Ltd (Stroud)
RMC Aggregates (South West) Ltd (Helston)
RMC Materials (Northern) Ltd (Buxton)

Miscellaneous
Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar (Isle of Lewis)
Recycled Glass Company Ltd (Somerset)
Shetland Amenity Trust (Shetland Islands)
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